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FOCUSING AT A POINT AND ABSORPTION
OF NONLINEAR OSCILLATIONS

J. L. JOLY, G. MÉTIVIER, AND J. RAUCH

Abstract. Several recent papers give rigorous justifications of weakly nonlin-

ear geometric optics. All of them consider oscillating wave trains on domains

where focusing phenomena do not exist, either because the space dimension is

equal to one, or thanks to a coherence assumption on the phases. This paper

is devoted to a study of some nonlinear effects of focusing. In a previous pa-

per, the authors have given a variety of examples which show how focusing in

nonlinear equations can spoil even local existence in the sense that the domain

of existence shrinks to zero as the wavelength decreases to zero. On the other

hand, there are many problems for which global existence is known and in those

cases it is natural to ask what happens to oscillations as they pass through a fo-

cus. The main goal of this paper is to present such a study for some strongly

dissipative semilinear wave equations and spherical wavefronts which focus at

the origin. We show that the strongly nonlinear phenomenon which is produced

is that oscillations are killed by the simultaneous action of focusing and dissipa-

tion. Our study relies on the analysis of Young measures and two-scale Young

measures associated to sequences of solutions. The main step is to prove that

these measures satisfy appropriate transport equations. Then, their variances

are shown to satisfy differential inequalities which imply a propagation result

for their support.

1. Introduction

Weakly nonlinear geometric optics for hyperbolic partial differential equa-

tions involve phases which are solutions of eikonal equations as in the linear

theory. Recently, there has been much progress on the justification and study

of this weakly nonlinear regime; see [JR], [Gl, 2], [JMR1,2,3,4], [S]. When the
space has dimension at least equal to two, solutions of the eikonal equations

exist only locally, the breakdown corresponding to focusing. The justifications

of the weakly nonlinear geometric optics, quoted in the papers above, are given
on domains where focusing phenomena do not exist, either because the space

dimension is equal to one, or thanks to a "coherence" assumption on the phases.
It is important to understand better the nonlinear effects of focusing.

When rays focus, amplitudes grow and even in the linear case, one must

change the asymptotic description. In the nonlinear case, the large amplitudes
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may give rise to strongly nonlinear phenomena. In [JMR1,2], a variety of ex-

amples are given which show how focusing can spoil even local existence in the

sense that the domain of existence shrinks to zero as the wavelength decreases

to zero. On the other hand, there are many problems for which global existence

is known and in those cases it is natural to ask what happens to oscillations

as they pass through a focus. The main goal of this paper is to present such a

study for some strongly dissipative nonlinearities and spherical wavefronts which

focus at the origin. We show that the strongly nonlinear phenomenon which is

produced is that oscillations are killed by the simultaneous action of focusing

and dissipation. Formal arguments easily yield this conclusion. In this pa-

per, we will make them rigorous in the case of semilinear wave equations and

solutions which are smooth with respect to the angular variables. We believe

that this phenomenon of nonlinear absorption is much more general. A related

phenomenon is rigorously established in [RR2] which analyses one-dimensional

problems. The analogue of focusing is that sequences of initial data are stud-

ied which concentrate on measure zero sets. The solutions tend to zero in the

case of superlinear dissipation. It is entirely plausible that oscillations are ab-

sorbed by strongly dissipative nonlinearities and general caustics. The latter

problem is beyond our current technique. For weaker nonlinearities, namely

those which are uniformly Lipschitzean, the analysis is carried out in [JMR5]

and the phenomenon is diametrically opposite. The oscillations survive after

focusing. The paper [RR2] also has a dichotomy of behavior depending on

whether the nonlinearity is super or sublinear.

Consider a semilinear wave equations in Rx+d of the form

(1.1) Oue + F(t,x, Vl<xu£) = 0

where D := d} -ùsx denotes the standard d'Alembertian, and F(t, x,v) is a

smooth function of its arguments. Introduce oscillating Cauchy data

(1.2) u£t=0 = h(x) + s%(x, <po(x)/e),    dtu\t=Q = %(x, <po(x)/e)

where the profiles Wo(x, 6) and %?x(x, 6) are periodic in 6. For simplicity,

assume that h , % and %fx are smooth and have compact support in Rd x T.

The initial phase cp0(x) is smooth and dtpo 7 0 on the supports of % and

%.
Equation (1.1) is a typical example of so-called two-speed equations, studied

by Rauch and Reed [RR1]. They proved the existence of "striated" solutions

ue, at least for times 0 < t < T, with T possibly small but independent of

e . The asymptotic description of uE as the superposition of two wave trains is

given by Joly and Rauch [JR],

(1.3) ue(t, x) ~ u(t, x) + e%'+(t, x, cp+(t, x)/e) + e%,-(t, x, <p-(t, x)/e)

where cp± are the two solutions of the eikonal equation

(1.4) (d,(p)2 = \Vxcp\2,     cp\t=o = n-

Moreover u and &± (or more precisely dgí¥±) are determined as the solutions

of a coupled system of integrodifferential equations which are described below.

The description (1.3) is valid as long as the phases are regular, i.e. as long as

the rays do not focus, and as long as the solutions of the profile equations exist.

The question we discuss is the long time behaviour of the solutions uE.  To
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understand the phenomena, one can use the following formal argument. For a

nonlinearity of the form F = F(dtu) with F odd, and Cauchy data (1.2) with
h = 0, %x = dg%?o odd in 6 , and fo(x) = \x\ , the second wave in (1.3) is not
present and

1.5) ue(t,x) ~ e^-(t,x, (t + \x\)/s)

„,„     „s~-     d-l

where T := de%- satisfies

(1.6) 2(d, - dr)T - — +F(^) = 0,

This solution models a spherical wave train which propagates towards x = 0.

The behaviour of the solutions "V to the o.d.e. (1.6) as r tends to 0 depends

on the nonlinearity F . Consider the simple example where F(X) = a\X\p~2X,

where p > 2. Several possibilities occur.

(A) The linear case, a = 0 or p = 2. Then "V behaves like r~(</_1)/2

as r -» 0 on the rays / + r =constant. In spite of this apparent blow up, the

solution ue exists globally and is smooth. In particular, the local density of

energy transported by the oscillations, fd~x^T"2, is bounded as r tends to 0.

(B) The superlinear dissipative case: ß := (d - l)(p - 2)/2 > 1 and a >

0. Then the solution does not blow up before r = 0. There it behaves like

r-(d-i)/2ß if ß > i rresp (riLnrl)-^-1'/2 if ß = I]. The blow up is therefore

weaker than in the linear case, and the local density of energy of oscillations

r(d-\)<y2 tends to 0 as r tends to 0. This is the first indication that oscillations

are dissipated. In this case, equation ( 1.1 ) is dissipative and unique global weak
solutions are known to exist (see [LS], [S]). Most of the paper is devoted to this

case, and we will explain below that oscillations are absorbed at r = 0. A related

phenomenon of strongly nonlinear dissipation is analyzed in [RR2].

(C) The superlinear accretive case: ß := (d■— l)(p - 2)/2 > 1 and a < 0.

Then both terms -(d - YfV¡r and aF(fW~) contribute to blow up. The two

effects add. Because of the first term, *V is necessarily large for small r, but

then the nonlinear term forces the solution to blow up very quickly. All together,

the solution "V of ( 1.6) explodes before reaching r = 0, on those rays where the

initial condition does not vanish. This indicates that the solutions cannot exist

after focusing. The last section of this paper is devoted to this phenomenon.

(D) The weakly nonlinear case: ß := (d - l)(p - 2)/2 < 1. When a > 0,
jr ~ r-{d-i)/2 as in the linear case. In this case the equation is dissipative, and

global solutions exist. The behaviour of the solution after focusing remains an

open problem. In the same category are the equations with sublinear nonlin-

earities. When a < 0, the solution may blow up at r = 0 at the linear rate

r-{d-i)/2 or before r = 0, depending on the size of the initial data.

When more general interactions F(Vt,xu) are involved, the profile equations

are more complicated than (1.6) and the discussion is difficult. When dealing

with generic caustics, the transport equation, which is justified by [JR] before

the caustics, is still of the form (1.6 ) with d = 2 . Thus it is reasonable to think

that phenomena analogous to those above occur in that case too.

The main object of this paper is to study the superlinear dissipative case (B)

above. We already observed that the oscillations are dissipated as r —► 0 along

the rays. In fact, oscillations are entirely absorbed at r = 0. To explain this

phenomenon, consider the transport equations for the outgoing wave, which
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corresponds to the phase |x| - t. It is similar to (1.6):

(1.7) 2(dt + dr)W + ^—^-W + F(W) = 0,        r:=\x\.

On {t < r} , W is an outgoing wave generated at t = 0 from the Cauchy data.

On {t > r} , the ray t - r = t_ > 0, starting from (t = t_, r = 0), corresponds

to the continuation (or reflection) of the focusing ray t + r = t_ for 'V . Thus,

on {t > r} , W is the continuation after focusing of the incoming wave 'V.

The analysis of (1.7) on {t > r} is striking. Both terms (d - l)W/r and

F(W) := +W\W\P~2 are dissipative. Taking s = t — t as a parameter on the
ray t - r = t > 0, ( 1.7) is the o.d.e.

(1.8) 2w' + ^±w + w\wr2 = 0.

The basic remark is the following.

Lemma 1.1. Assume that ß := (d - l)(p - 2)/2 > 1. Then, for any a > 0, the
only locally U solution of (1.8) oaa ]0, a[ is w = 0.

Proof. First remark that any locally LP solution on ]0, a[ is C1 . Introduce
z = s^d~x^2w so

(1.9) 2z' + s-ßz\z\p-2 = 0.

Assume ß > 1 . If z(o) ^ 0 at some point o £]0, a[, there is a unique

Jo £]0, o[ such that

sl0~ß = a'-* + y\z(o)\2~P,     y := 2(ß - l)/(p - 2).

Then the maximal interval of existence of w is ]Jo > +oo[ and on this interval

y\z(s)\2~p = s0x~P - sx~P.

This implies that the only solution of (1.9) on ]0, a[ is z = 0. The case ß = 1

is similar: s0 is the solution of Ln(rj/j0) = y\z(a)\2~p , y := 2/(p - 2).

This indicates that the only possible W on the reflected rays (i.e. after

focusing) is W = 0, which means that no oscillations are present on the re-

flected ray and that the incoming oscillations have been absorbed at the origin.
The discussion above is formal for two reasons. First, interactions between

incoming and reflected waves are neglected. Second, it shows that oscillations

described by profiles satisfying (1.7) cannot exist beyond the focus. One might

have oscillations of a different type. However, it gives a good intuition for the

phenomenon. Most of the work in this paper consists in making the argument
correct.

Our approach to the problem is the following. Consider a family of Cauchy
data

(1.10) u\t=o = u%,    dtuct=0 = u\

with u£0 bounded in Hx(Ed) and u\ bounded in L2(Rd). With these data,

the problem (1.1) with nonlinearity F = \dtu\p~2dtu has a global family of
weak solutions ue bounded in L°°([0,+oo[; Hx(Rd)) with dtu£ bounded in

L°°([0, +oo[; L2(Rd)) n LP([0, -i-oo[xRi:'). We introduce Young measures and

two-scale Young measures, for the bounded family in L2, v£ := Vu£. The main
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step is to prove propagation equations for these measures. These equations

imply a propagation inequality for the variances of the measures. A formal

derivation of such equations is easy, but correct proofs are more complicated,

partly because v£ need not be bounded in L°° .

Next, propagation inequalities are used to prove that the variances are zero,

implying that the corresponding Young measures are Dirac measures. Two

distinct reasons are invoked for the vanishing of the variances. The first is

propagation from the Cauchy data. The second is a uniqueness principle similar

to Lemma 1.1. The first one is applied to two-scale Young measures and implies

that if the Cauchy data have oscillating profiles like (1.2) with <po(x) := x(\x\) >
then the solution u£ also has profiles like (1.3), with <p±(t, x) = x(\x\±t). The
second argument is applied to the usual Young measure in the region located

after focusing, and the vanishing of the variance implies strong convergence,

which means no oscillations.

The paper is organized as follows. The assumptions and main results are

stated in section 2. In section 3, we prove the compactness theorems after the

introduction of Young measures and the derivation of their propagation equa-

tions. In section 4, we resume this study with two-scale Young measures and

apply the result to the derivation and justification of nonlinear geometric op-

tics approximation. Finally, section 5 contains two examples of nondissipative

equations, exhibiting blow up and break down of existence by focusing.

2. Assumptions and main results

2.1. Global weak solutions.   Consider in Rx+d the semilinear Cauchy problem

(2.1.1) Du£ + F(d,u£) = 0,     u\t=0 = u£0,    dtu\t=Q = u\

where D := d2 - Ax , F(X) := X\X\P~2 and p > 2. Our main concern is the

superlinear case where

(2.1.2) ß:=(d- l)(p-2)/2> 1.

As mentioned in the introduction, more general nonlinearities could be consid-

ered, but our analysis relies strongly on the superlinear dissipative behaviour

of F. For p > 4, condition (2.1.2) is satisfied in all dimensions d > 2. In

dimension d = 3, condition (2.1.2) is p > 3 .
The Cauchy data are assumed to satisfy the following conditions.

Assumption 2.1.1. The families ueQ and u\ are bounded in Hx(Rd) and L2(Rd)

respectively. Moreover they are angularly smooth; that is, for all k and /,

Tk ¡u£0 is bounded in Hx(Rd) and Tktu£x is bounded in L2(Rd), where Vk¡

denotes the vector field

(2.1.3) TkJ := x,dXk -xkdXl.

An example is data which have radial oscillations, as in (1.2). A precise study

of this special case is presented in subsection 2.4.
Under assumption 2.1.1, one has existence of global solutions for the Cauchy

problem (2.1.1).

Theorem 2.1.2. The Cauchy problem (2.1.1) has a unique solution u£ in

C°([0, +oo[;Hx(Rd))  with d,u£ £ C°([0, +oo[; L2(Rd)) n Lp([0, +oo(kJkä).
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Moreover for any (k, I), TkJu£ belongs to C°([0,+oo[; Hx(Rd)). Finally,

one has the following uniform estimates:

(2.1.4) \\Vt,xu£(t)\\2Lim + 2 /' Hc^OlrV, df = \\Vt,xu£(0)\\2LHMd),
JO

(2.1.5) \\vt,xrkju£(t)\\2LHRd)<c.

Proof. The solutions are constructed in the works [L] and [LS]. They belong to
C°([0, +oo[;Hx(Rd)) and dtu£ £ C°([0,+oo[; L2(Rd)) n Lp([0,+oo[xRd).

Moreover t —> u£(t) and t -» dtu(t) are continuous with values in Hx and L2

respectively. They satisfy (2.1.4) which is the standard energy estimate.

Let R/, be a one-parameter group of rotations in Rd . D commutes with R^

so that v := Ruu- u satisfies

(2.1.6) Uv + G(dtRhu, d,u)d,v = 0,

where G(X, p) := {F(X) - F(p)}/(X - p). G(dtRhu, dtu)d,v belongs to Lp',
with p' the conjugate exponent of p . So G(dtRh , dtu)(dtv)2 is integrable and
> 0. Thus, multiplying (2.1.6) by dtv and integrating by parts yield formally

)•(2.1.7) l|VtfJC«(0IIÍ2(*) < \\Vt,xv(0)\\2LHMd

Divide (2.1.7) by h and let h tend to 0. This yields (2.1.5).

2.2. Statement of the problem. We study the weak limits of the family u£. Let

Q denote the open set ]0, +oo[xRd , and QT :=]0, T[xRd . Estimates (2.1.4),

(2.1.5) imply that one can extract subsequences, still called u£, such that

(2.2.1) u£ -> u weakly in Hx(ÇiT) and strongly in LXoc(Q),

(2.2.2) Tkju£ -> rkju weakly in HX(QT) and strongly in LXoc(Q.),

(2.2.3) F(d,u£)^F weakly in LP(Q).

One can also assume that the Cauchy data have limits as s tends to 0.

(2.2.4) uEo -► Mo weakly in Hx(Rd) and strongly in L2x(Rd),

(2.2.5) u\ -♦ ux weakly in L2(Rd).

Then, u is the solution of the Cauchy problem

(2.2.6) Daa + £ = 0,

(2.2.7) %=o = «o>     dtult=0 = ux.

In this context, the main question is to identify the limit £, which is not

necessarily equal to F(dtu) since dtu£ need not be strongly convergent. How-

ever, (2.2.2) implies that the Tk ¡u£ are compact, so any lack of compactness in

Vt,xUe lies entirely in the time derivative dtu£ and the radial derivative dru£,
where

d

(2.2.8) dr:=WxJ^r
r t*t

7=1

Polar coordinates on R</\{0} are denoted

(2.2.9) r := |jc| ,    x := x/\x\ £ Sd~x.
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Let £!* :=]0, -r-oofxR^O} . Introduce

(2.2.10) v£±:=X-(dt + dr)u£

which are bounded families in C°([0, +oo[; L2(Rd)). On Q*

(2.2.11) Ax = d2 + (d- l)r-xdr + r~2Ax,      where Ax :=J2rj,k
j<k

and v± satisfy

(2.2.12)
2(9, ± dr)v£± + (d- l)r~x(v£+ - ve_) - r~2Axu£ + F(v£+ + v£_) = 0,

1
(2.2.13) v£±]l=0 = v^± := -(u\ t dru£0).

Our program is to study the behaviour of v± and of F(v% + vt) as e —► 0.

2.3. Propagation of compactness and absorption of oscillations. We first intro-

duce a general definition.

Definition 2.3.1. A bounded family z£(y) in Lq(cf) is compact at y0 £ cf if

there is a neighborhood a> ccf of yo such that the restrictions of z£ to co lie
in a compact subset of Lq(oi).

Assumptions and notations are those of subsections 1 and 2. A first result

proves propagation of compactness for v± in \x\ > 0, along the rays x =

Xo ± txo, where xo := xo/|xo| •

Theorem 2.3.2. (i) Assume that the Cauchy data Vq + is compact in L2 at a

point xo ^ 0.   Then Ve. is compact in L2 at points (t, x) such that t > 0,

X = Xo + tXo ■

(ii) Assume that the Cauchy data v^ _ is compact in L2 at a point xo ^ 0.

Then vt is compact in L2 at points (t, x) such that 0 < t < \xo\ and x =

Xo - tXo ■

This result states that compactness is propagated from the Cauchy data along
bicharacteristics, as long as they do not cross the origin {x = 0}. v£+ is an

expansive wave and vL is compressive. Reversing time, this theorem states

that vt is compact at (t, x) £ Q*, whenever its Cauchy data is compact at

xo = x + tx . Similarly, vE+ is compact at a point (t, x) £ Q* located outside

the light cone issued from the origin, i.e. such that t < \x\, if its Cauchy data

is compact at xo = x - tx .

It remains to describe v% inside the light cone W := {(t, x)\t > \x\} . There
vl represents an outgoing wave which is the continuation of a wave which has

focused on the axis sé := {x = 0} . We have an absorption phenomenon which

is one of the main points of this paper.

Theorem 2.3.3. Assume condition (2.1.2). Then v£+ is compact in L2 at points

(t,x)£ W\sé , that is, points in the solid light cone W with the axis removed.

At points of the axis sé , v£+ is compact in Lq for all q < 2.

For the original u£, this implies
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Theorem 2.3.4. Assume condition (2.1.2). Let x± :=x=f?x/|x| denote the feet

of the two radial characteristics passing through (t, x) £ Q*. Then:

(i)If(t,x) $ fê, Vt,xue is compact in L2 at (t,x) as soon as u\ and

Vx«q are compact in L2 at x+ and x_.

(ii) For (t,x)£W\sé, VttXu£ is compact in L2 at (t,x) if u\ and VxiAq

are compact in L2 at x_ .

(iii) If u\ and Vxu£0 are compact in L2 at points of the sphere {\x\ = to},

then Vt,xu£ is compact in Lq at (to, 0) € sé , for all q < 2.

Remark 2.3.5. The two theorems do not assert compactness in L2 at points of

the axis sé and thus do not exclude concentration effects along the time axis.

We do not know whether this possibility can actually occur. A more refined

analysis, in particular of the boundary condition for v£+ on r = 0, would be

necessary to eliminate this ambiguity. Such an analysis would also be needed

to study the case ß < 1.

Example 2.3.6. Suppose that the initial data (wg, u\) are supported in 1 <

|x| < 2. Then, assuming that (p - 2)(d - 1) > 2, Vt,xu£ is compact in the

domain 91 := {t > sup(2 - |x|, |x| - 1)} , sketched in Figure 1.

Note that in the linear case, oscillations and noncompactness are propagated

in the domain {|x| + 1 < t < |x| + 2} a 3S. This domain is bounded by the

dotted lines in Figure 1. Thus the nonlinear effect of absorption leads to a truly

different picture.
If the Cauchy data v^ + converge strongly in L2, then v£+ is compact ev-

erywhere and Vt,xu£ is compact on {/ > 2- |x|} d {t > 2}. This implies that,

after taking subsequences, V«e converges strongly in Lxqoc for t > 2 and that

the limit F_ in (2.2.3) is F(dtu). Thus, for a > 2, u satisfies

(2.3.1)

s

\
\

\
\

nu + F(dtu) = 0.

\

9

\
\

\

compactness and r

/

o oscillations    /

>'     /

/

9        /

/

/.

9

Figure 1
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To determine u for t > 2, it is therefore sufficient to know the Cauchy

data of u at time t = 2. We stress the fact that in general F / F(dtu) in

{2- |x| > t > 1 - |x|}, so that the values of V« at t = 2 are not determined by

(«o, « ! ). The next paragraph explains how to compute F_ and u in the case

of oscillating data.

2.4. Geometric optics.   Consider the special case of Cauchy data which are high
frequency oscillating wave trains.

Assumption 2.4.1.  u£0 and u\ are of the form

(2.4.1) u£o(x) = Mo(x) + e&o(x, X(\x\)/e) + r£0,

(2.4.2) u\(x) = %(x,x(\x\)/e) + r\

where Aq and r\ converge strongly to 0, respectively in Hx(Rd) and in L2(Rd).

In addition we suppose that for any k and any /, Tk /Aq and Tk ¡r\ converge

strongly to 0 in Hx(Rd) and L2(Rd) respectively.

The function x is smooth with x' # 0 a.e. and x' € L°°(R). The profiles
%o(x, Q) and %x(x, 8) are smooth in (x, 6), periodic in 9, bounded with

bounded derivatives on Rd x T.

Note that such u£0 and u\ satisfy assumption 2.1.1. For simplicity, we

assume that the period of the profiles is 1. Then the fast variables 6 belong to
T := R/Z. In fact, very low smoothness is required for the profiles. This point

is discussed in section 4.

The description of the solution u£ for small time follows [JR]. Provided that

the support of the data does not meet x = 0, one has

(2.4.3)
ue(t, x) = u(t, x) + e%f+(t, x, cp+(t, x)/e) + efU-(t, x, <p-(t, x)/e) + o(e)

where cp± are the two solutions of the eikonal equation with data x(\x\) :

(2.4.4) cp±(t,x):=x(\x\ + t).

Thus, no oscillations of magnitude 0(1) are created in the Tklu£, which is

consistent with the results of the previous subsection. On the other hand, oscil-

lations are expected in v£± .

1

2
(2.4.5) v£±:=-(dlTdr)u + W±(t,x,tp±(t,x)/e) + o(l)

where

(2.4.6) W±(t, x,d):= +x'(\x\ + t)de&±(t,x, d).

The profiles W± are determined from the following equations for (u,W+, W-)

(nu + F = 0 onfi,

('-) \ X±W±+F±(t,x,W±) = 0   oni!*,

where the transport operators X± are those of the linear theory

(2.4.8) X±a := 2(d, ± dr)a + (d- l)r~xa.
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The nonlinear interactions F_ and F± involve integrations with respect to fast

variables Q¡ £ T := R/Z :

(2.4.9) Eft, x) := JJF(t, x,W+(t,x,6x) + Wt(t,x, 62))dex d62,

(2.4.10) F+(t, x, X) := (F(t, x, X + Wt(t, x, 62))dd2-F(t, x),

(2.4.11) F-(t,x,X):= f F(t,x,W+(t,x,dx)+X)d6x-F(t,x)
J

with

(2.4.12) F(t,x,X) := F(dtu(t, x) + X).

In formulas (2.4.9)-(2.4.11), the integrations are performed on T, with respect

to the invariant measure dd of total mass 1.

The Cauchy data for u are given by (2.2.7). The weak limit of uE0 is u^.

We will show later on that the weak limit of u\ is the average of Í¿x . This

yields

r
(2.4.13) u]t=0 = «o »     d,uu=0 = ux := / %(•, 6) dd.

The Cauchy data for W± are

(2.4.14) W±\t=o(x, d) = \{^r(x, B) + x'(\x\)dB%(x, 6)}

where ^osc(x, 9) := %Sx(x, 6) - J 1tx(x, 6') dd'.

Our goal is to justify the asymptotic description (2.4.5), for all time, even

after focusing. Note that if such an expansion is valid, then, by Theorem 2.3.3,

the profile W+ must vanish inside the light cone W = {t > \x\} .

Theorem 2.4.2. Assume condition (2.1.2). There is a unique solution (u, W±)

of (2.4.1) with the Cauchy data (2.4.13), (2.4.14) and satisfying the following
properties:

(i) weL°°([0, oo[; Hx(Rd)) and dtu £ LP(Q.) n L°°([0, +oo[ ; L2(Rd)),

(ii) W± 6L°°([0, +oo[; L2(Rd x T))nLp(Clx T),

(iii) deW± £ L°°([0, +oo[; L2(Rd x T)),

(iv) W+ vanishes inside the solid light cone c := {t > |x|},

(v) for almost all (i,x)e[0, +oo[xRd, ¡W±(t,x, d)dd = 0.

These W± give a complete description of the oscillations of amplitude 0( 1 )

of Vt,xu£.

Theorem 2.4.3. Assume condition (2.1.2). The solutions uE satisfy

4 15 d,uE(t, x) = d,u(t, x) + W+(t,x, tp+(t, x)/e)

+ WL(t, x, cp-(t, x)/e) + eEo(t, x),

„ * ,r,   dXju£(t, x) = dXju(t, x) + ^{Wl(t, x, <p-(t, x)/e)
(2.4.16) \x\

-W+(t,x, tp+(t,x)/e)} + e£(t,x),
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where the eE converge strongly in Lq(co) for all q < 2 and for all bounded

co c Q, and in L2(co) for all co ce il*.

Remark 2.4.4. Because of (ii) and (iii) in Theorem 2.4.2, a -» 2±(-, •, a) :=

W±(-, -,a + cp±(-, .)/e) belongs to L2(QT) and d03T± £ L2(QT). Thus J2±
is continuous from T to L2([0, T] x Rm) and the substitution 6 = cp±(t, x)/e

in (2.4.15), (2.4.16) is well defined, as the trace on o = 0 of 3f± . Since the
mean values of W± and J2± vanish, one has

(2.4.17) &±(y,0) = j S(d)de&±(y,d)de

where S is the periodic saw tooth function such that -deS is the Dirac mass

at 0 = 0. This yields

(2.4.18) W±(y, cp±(y)/e) = j'S(6 - <?±(y)/s)deW±(y, 6)d6.

3. Proof of the compactness results

The proof of the compactness theorems described in section 2.3 relies on
an analysis of the Young measures associated to vE± . After recalling the def-

inition in section 3.1, we prove in section 3.2 that the Young measure of the

pair (vE+ , vt) is the tensor product of the measures associated to v+ ana v- ■
This expresses independence or absence of resonance, between the two waves.

In subsection 3.3 we derive transport equations for the Young measures and

transport inequalities for their variance. The compactness theorems are proved

in section 3.4 as corollaries of these inequalities.

3.1. Young measures. Young measures for bounded sequences u£ £ L°°(fi)

are introduced by Young [Y]. This notion was used to prove existence of weak

solutions for conservation laws; see Tartar [T], Di Perna [DPI]. It is also re-

lated to the notion of measure-valued solution [DP2]. The definition was then

extended to sequences in IP [DP-M]. Here we introduce a slightly weaker def-

inition which corresponds to the part of the Young measure of [DP-M] located

at finite distance \X\ < +oo. It does not take into account the defect measure

located at |A| = co .

In this section cf denotes an open subset of a Euclidean space R" , whose
boundary has zero Lebesgue measure. Typically tf will be ]0, +oo[xRrf,

]0, T[xRd or Rd . The starting point is the following.

Proposition 3.1.1. Gav^aa a bounded family {uE} c Lp(cf) of RN-valued func-

tions, there exists a subsequence and a measurable family of probability measures

on RN, {p(y, •), y £ cf}, such that for all continuous functions f(X) on RN

which tend to 0 at infinity and for all tp £ C®(cf)

(3.1.1) Jcp(y)f(u£(y))dy - ¡j<p(y)f(X)p(y, dX)dy.

Property (3.1.1) means that

(3.1.2) J®(y,uE(y))dy^ J j <&(y, X)p(y, dX)dy

when 0(y, X) is a product cp(y)f(X). By linear combination and density, for-

mula (3.1.2) extends to all O £ C°(cf x RN).
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Formula (3.1.2) defines a measure p on cf xRN, which we call the Young

measure of the subsequence or subfamily. To simplify matters, we introduce

the following definition.

Definition 3.1.2. A bounded family uE in LP is "pure" when no extraction of

subsequences is necessary, i.e. when there exists a measure p satisfying (3.1.1).

Note that such a measure is necessarily unique. Using this vocabulary, Propo-
sition 3.1.1 states that from any bounded family uE one can extract a pure

subsequence.

(3.1.1) means that f(u£) converges weakly to / f(X)p(y, dX) £ L^cf).

This convergence can be extended to functions / such that f(X) = o(\X\p)
at infinity. See below for a precise statement. One could also consider the

weak limits of f(uE) when f(X) = 0(\X\P), but these limits would not belong

in general to L,1^. This possibility is explored in [DP-M], and it amounts

to adding a measure on cf x S, S the sphere at infinity, to the measure p on

cfxRN. The reason why we drop this "concentration" measure is that in general

it is not absolutely continuous in y with respect to the Lebesgue measure dy,

a property which is repeatedly used for p. For a proof of Proposition 3.1.1,

we refer to [T], [DP-M], [Ev].

Proposition 3.1.3. Let uE be a pure bounded family in IP(cf) with Young mea-

sure p. Then \X\ £Lp(ef xRN, p) and ■

\X\Pp(y, dX)dy <liminf\\u£"pII \LPl

Proof. Let £(A) be a cut-off function, equal to one on the unit ball, and such

that 0 < Ç < 1. Let cp £ C%(cf), <p>0. Then Fatou's lemma yields

H cp(y)Ç(X/k)\X\»p(y, dX) dy = lim J cp(y)i;(u£(y)/k)\uE(y)\p dy

liminf Í <p(y)\uE(y)\pdy < liminf ||w< liminf / cp(y)\uE(y)\p dy < liminf ||Me||£,((f).

Fatou's lemma again implies that

// <p(y)\X\pp(y,dX)dy
(3.1.3)

\lp(< liminf i f tp(y)(,(X/k)\X\pp(y, dX)dy < liminf \\uE

Proposition 3.1.4. Suppose that u£ is a pure bounded family in IP(cf) with

Young measure p and F(X, t) is a continuous function such that \F(X, x)\ =

o(\X\p + \t\») as \X\ + |t| -f +oo. // a £ LP(cf) and cp £ C%(c¥), then

(3.1.4) jcp(y)F(uE(y), a(y))dy -* jjcp(y)F(X, a(y))p(y, dX)dy.

Moreover, if \F(X, x)\ = 0(\X\q + \x\q) as \X\ + \%\-* +oo, with q < p, then the

convergence (3.1.4) extends to cp £ Lrœmp(cf), with l/r + q/p = 1.

Note that cp(y)F(X, a(y)) is not necessarily continuous. However it is mea-

surable, defined a.e. on cf xRN and integrable with respect to the measure

p = p(y, dX) dy . Thus the right-hand side of (3.1.4) makes sense.
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In the statement above, C°((f) denotes the space of continuous functions

on the closed set cf, with compact support. Similarly, Lrœmp(cf ) denotes the

space of those cp £ U(cf) vanishing outside a compact subset of cf.

Proof. When a is continuous, F £ C%, and cp £ C°((f), (3.1.4) follows from

(3.1.2) applied to <D(y, X) = cp(y)F(X, a(y)).
(a) Because the boundary dcf is negligible, the convergence (3.1.4) extends

to the case where cp £ Cg(tf), F £ C° and a £ C°, since F is bounded in

that case.
(b) Suppose next that cp £ C°(cf), F £ Cx and a £ Lx(cf). Approximate a

in Lx(cf) by continuous functions ak . On one side cpF(uE, ak) —> cpF(uE, a)

in Lx(cf) uniformly in e. On the other side cp(y)F(X, ak(y)) —► cp(y)F(X, a(y))

in Lx(cf x RN ; p). Thus the convergence (3.1.4) in (a) extends to the present

case.

(c) Consider next cp and a as in (b) and F £ C„ . Approximate F in L°°

by Fk £ Cx. Then cpFk(u£, a) —> cpF(uE, a) in Lx(cf) uniformly in e, and

cp(y)Fk(X, a(y)) -* cp(y)F(X, a(y)) in Lx(cf xRN;p). Thus formula (3.1.4)
also extends to this case.

(d) Finally, for cp, a, F as in the first assertion of the proposition, let

Fk(X, z) := Ç(X/k, r/k)F(X, r) £ C® where f is a smooth cut off function,
equal to one on the unit ball. Since \F(X, t)\ = o(\X\p + \t\p) ,

\F(X,T)-Fk(X,T)\<ôk(\X\P + \T\P)

where Sk —> 0 as k —> +00. Using the LP estimates for u£ and a, it fol-

lows that cpFk(u£, a) -* cpF(u£,a) in Lx , uniformly in e. Similarly, be-

cause <p(y){\X\p + \a(y)\p) e Lx(p), cp(y)Fk(X, a(y)) - cp(y)F(X, a(y)) in
Lx((f x RN ; p), and the first assertion of Proposition 3.1.4 follows.

(e) If \F(X, t)| = 0(\X\q + \x\q) at infinity, then zE := F(uE,a) is bounded

in LcoínpW and (3.1.4) implies that z£ converges weakly to

z(y) := f F(X, a(y))py(dX) £ L^cf).

Because p/q > 1, the convergence

/ ze(y)<p(y) dy - / z(y)<p(y) dy

extends to cp £ Lrcomp(cf).

Corollary 3.1.5. Suppose that uE is a pure bounded family in Lp(cf) with Young

measure p, and a £ LP(cf). Then vE := uE -a is a pure family in Lp(cf), and
the associated measure v is given by

(3.1.5) IJcp(y)f(X)v(y,dX)dy = j j cp(y)f(X-a(y))p(y, dX)dy

for all cp £ C™(cf) and all f £ C°0(RN).

Remark 3.1.6. Let uE be a pure, real-valued and bounded family in LP

p > 1. Then the mean value of p ,

(3.1.6) m(y):= [Xp(y, dX)   a.e.,
J
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is the weak limit in LP of uE. The variance

a(y):= f \X-m(y)\2p(y, dX)
(3.1.7) J

= jx2p(y,dX)-m(yf a.e.

is defined and belongs to Lpl2(cf), provided that p > 2. Then, saying that

a = 0 on an open set cf\ c cf means that, for almost all y £ cfx, p(y, dX)

is the probability measure concentrated at X = m(y), i.e. that p(y, dX) is the

Dirac mass at X = m(y).

Proposition 3.1.7. Suppose that u£ is a pure bounded family in LP(cf), p > 2,

with Young measure p. Then the variance a vanishes on the bounded subset

cfx c cf, if and only if uE —> m strongly in Lq((fx) for all q < p .

Proof. Proposition 3.1.4 implies that for all q < p and all cp £ Lrcomp(cf)

(3.1.8) j <p(y)\uE(y) - m(y)\qdy -» j j 4>(y)\X-m(y)\qp(y, dX)dy.

If o = 0 on tfx, then, for almost all y £ cfx , p(y, dX) is the Dirac mass

at X = m(y) and for cp equal to the characteristic function of cfx, the latter

integral vanishes. In this case, (3.1.8) implies that u£ —» m strongly in Lq(cfx).

Conversely, if u£ —► m strongly in Lq(cfx) for some q < p, then for cp £

Cg(cfx) the former integral in (3.1.8) tends to 0. Therefore the latter vanishes,

implying that p(y, dX) is the Dirac mass at X = m(y), at almost all points y

where cp(y)¿0.

Example 3.1.8. Let uE be an oscillating family on cf c R" of the form

(3.1.9) uE(y) = ^(y,X(y)/e)

where ^ is a smooth Rm-valued function with dx ^ 0 a.e. on cf, and %(y, 6)

a smooth and bounded function periodic in 8 £ Tm . Then, this family is pure,

and the associated Young measure is the image of dy dd by (y, 6) —* (y, X =
%f(y,6)),i.e.

(3.1.10) jj <p(y)f(X)p(y, dX) dy = Jj <p(y)f(^(y ,6))dy dd.

It is understood that dd is normalized to be of total mass 1. We refer the

reader to section 4 for a more systematic study of this situation. An important

remark in this example is that the Young measure is independent of the phase

function x ■

Proposition 3.1.9. Let u£ be a pure bounded family in Lp(cf) with Young mea-

sure p. Let vE be a bounded family in Lp(cf) which converges to zero strongly

in L¡oc(cf). Then u£ + vE is pure with Young measure p.

Proof. For any f £ Cx and any cp £ Cf0, cp{f(u£ + vE) - f(u£)} tends to 0 in
Ll<

3.2. Nonresonance and independence. We now turn to the situation described

in section 2. Recall that Q denotes the half-space ]0, +oo[xR<i, and that

Q* := Q n {x ^ 0} . For T > 0, let Qr :=]0, T[xRd . We are given a family
uE of solutions to (2.1.1), (2.1.2) which satisfies the estimates (2.1.4), (2.1.5).
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We assume that a subsequence has been extracted so that

{the convergences (2.2.1)-(2.2.5) hold,

the bounded families in L2(ÇlT), v±, defined in (2.2.10) are pure,

the bounded family in LP(Q), dtuE = vE+ + vt, is pure,

the families of Cauchy data v^ ± (2.2.13) are pure.

Introduce

(3.2.2) wE± := v£± - v± = \(d, + dr)(u£ - u)

where y_± is the weak limit in L2(£It) of v± which is, by (2.2.1),

v± = \(dt + dr)u.

Because v£± satisfy (2.2.12) on Q* := Q\{x = 0}, wE± satisfy on Q* the

equations

2(dt±dr)wE± + (d-l)r-x(w\-w£_)

+ F(d,u + wE+ + w£_)-F = r~2Ax(u£ - u).

The estimates (2.1.4) and (2.1.5) imply that w± is bounded in L2(QT),

r~xAx(u£ - u) is bounded in L2(QT) and wE+ + wt is bounded in LP(Q).

Thus F(dtu + w£+ + wt) is bounded in LP'{Ci), p' := p/(p - 1). Then, (3.2.3)
yields

(3.2.4) (dt±dr)wE± = r-xgE± + h£±

with g^_ [resp.   h±] bounded in L2(QT) [resp.   LP'(Q)]. Moreover, the uni-

form estimates (2.1.5) imply that

(3.2.5) Ffcj7i4 is bounded in L2(Q.T).

The Cauchy data for wE± are

(3-2.6) <|i=o = ^o,±:=^o,±-=o,±

where í¿0 ± = ux + drUjf is the weak limit of vg ± .

Corollary 3.1.5 and the assumptions on v± imply that the families w^ are

pure. Denote by p± their Young measures. They are measurable families of

probability measures p±(y, •) on R, parametrized by y := (t, x) £ ÎÎ. Simi-

larly the families w^ ± are pure and we denote by po, ± the Young measures

which are measurable families of probabilities p±(x, •) on R, parametrized

by x £ Rd . From the general results of section 3.1, we deduce the following

facts.

Proposition 3.2.1. (i) X £ L2(£iT xR, p±) for all T > 0, and,  X £ L2(Rd x

R,/io,±).
(ii) The expectations of p± and po,± vanish:

r
(3.2.1) I Xp±(y ,dX) = 0,    for almost all y £ il.

(3.2.8) Xpo,±(x, dX) = 0,    for almost all x £ Rd.
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Proof. Part (i) is a consequence of the uniform L2 estimates and of Proposition

3.1.3. Part (ii) follows from the weak convergence of w± to 0 and Remark
3.1.6.

The basic ingredient in our study is the following weak form of compensated
compactness.

Theorem 3.2.2. Let w£ := (wl, wt). Then the family wE is pure, and the

associated Young measure p on Q x R2 satisfies

(3.2.9) p(y, dXx, dX2) = p+(y, dXx) <g> p~(y, dXf)   a.e. on il.

Proof, (a) Let W denote the space of u £ L2(Q) such that dtu and d,u

belong to Lq(Q) where q > 1, and Tktu £ L2(Q) for all (k, I). Then, for

all co ce Í2* the mapping u —► u\a is compact from W to L2(ca).

To prove this, one can assume that co =]0, T[x{a < \x\ < b} where 0 <

a < b. We use polar coordinates (t, r = \x\,x). Expanding u £ W into

spherical harmonics, or smoothing u in x, we see that for all ô > 0 there is a

ux, smooth with respect to x, such that

II" — "lllz.2(£u) <<5||m||w,        l|VjcMl||L2((a) < C||w||ry,

Vx£Sd-x: ||V,',Piii(s ',^lL*(]o,íXx]a,éc <C(ô)\\u\\w.

Choose an open ball B cR2 with R ce B . Choose a bounded linear extension

operator E: Wx<q(R) —► W0x'q(B). Let je denote a standard mollifier. Then

W0x'q(B) is compactly embedded into L2(R2) and jE* converges strongly to

the identity on L2(R2). Thus for any p > 0 there are e > 0 and Cx(p) such

that Ju := f£ * Eu satisfies

\\Ju - u\\L2{R) < p\\u\\m.,(R),     \\Ju\\Hi(R) < Ci(/?)||m||^i.í(/{).

Applying J to ux(t, r, x) we find a smooth u2 such that

ll"2-Wlllz.2(tu) <pC(Ô)\\u\\W,       \\Vt,r,xUX\\Li(a) <CX(p)C(Ô)\\u\\w

Thus, for all e > 0 and all u £ W, one can find a u2 £ Hx(co) such that

II" - "2||l2M < e\\u\\w,    \\u2\\W(0}) < C(e)||w||^.

Since the embedding Hx(co) c L2(co) is compact, the assertion follows.

(b) Suppose z± are bounded sequences in L,20C(iî), which converge weakly
to z± and are such that

f (dt ± dr)zE± is bounded in Lq (ÇI*),
(3.2.10) \ K ■   ± ,     locV    ;

I Tkjz± is bounded in LXoc(Q*),

where q > 1 . It follows that the product z\zt converges weakly to z_+z__ on
Q*.

To prove this, one can act locally and assume that the functions zE± are

supported in a fixed compact subset of Q*. The characteristic variety of the

two systems J5+ := {dt + dr, Tkj} and <9L := {dt - dr, Tk ¡} do not intersect.

Introduce an even microlocal partition of unity,

3

l = J2xk(y,r!)
k=i
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with xi ) X2 [resp. X2, XÛ supported away from the characteristic variety of
S*+ [resp. S?-\. Thus x\(y, Dy)z% and X2(y,Dy)z% [resp. *2(y, Dy)zt and
Xi(y, Dy)z£+\ are bounded in the space W of part (a) thus converge strongly

in L2. Consequently, Xj(y > Dy)z£+ • xk(y, Dy)zt converge weakly when j ^ 3

or k ^ 1 . In addition, one can choose the partition so that for (y, n) in the

support of X3 and (y, n') in the support of x\> one always has n + n' / 0,

except when n = n' = 0. This implies the weak convergence of Xi(y > A0Z+ '

#i(y, Dy)zt. Adding the different pieces, the claim follows.

(c) Suppose that X is a smooth vector field and that u £ L/oc is such that

Xu £ LxXoc. Then for any / € Q°(R), f(u) £ L°° , Xf(u) £ LxXoc and the chain
rule Xf(u) = f'(u)Xu holds. The right-hand side makes sense as a product of

Xu £ LXoc and f'(u) £ L°° . This is again a local statement, which is proved by

approximating u by smooth functions uv such that uv —» u and Xu„ —► Xu

in LL ■
(d) Suppose that f± £ Q°(R). Because w± are pure families, zE± := f±(wEb)

converges weakly to

(3.2.11) z±(y) = I f±(X)p±(y, dX).

By (c) and (3.2.4), (3.2.5), the z± satisfy assumption (3.2.10) of (b). Therefore

z\zt converges weakly to z_+z__ on Q*. This means that for any cp £ C°(Í2*)

Jcp(y)f+(w£+(y))f-(w£_(y))dy - j <p(y)z+(y)z_(y)dy.

Fubini's theorem and (3.2.11) show that the latter integral is equal to

jJjcp(y)f+(X+)f-(X.)p+(y, dX+)p^(y,dX.)dy.

Thus, we have proved that

(3.2.12)

/ (p(y)f(w\(y), w£_(y))dy -► /// cp(y)f(Xx, X2)p+(y, dXx)p-(y ,dXf)dy

for all / £ C¿)°(R2) which are linear combinations of functions of the form

f(Xx, X2) = fx(Xx)f2(Xf) and all cp £ Q°(Q*). By density, (3.2.10) extends to
all / £ Cg(R2). Moreover, for such /, the functions f(wE(y)) are uniformly

bounded, and formula (3.2.12) also extends to cp £ Cff(il).
This proves that the family w£ = (wE+ ,wt) is pure with Young measure

given by the right-hand side of (3.2.12). This is equivalent to (3.2.9).

Remark 3.2.3. By density, formula (3.2.12) extends to the continuous / on R2

such that f(X) = o(\X\2).
We now give integrability properties with respect to the measure p. The

third statement in the next proposition is rather surprising, because we have no

information on the integrability of |tü^|í'. Only the sum wE+ + wt is known

to be bounded in LP, but it turns out that this implies strong integrability

properties for the individual measures p- and p+ .

Proposition 3.2.4. 0aa£ has the following integrability properties.

(i) X\ + X\ £Lx(QTxR2,p) forall T>0.

(ii) Xx+X2£Lp(QxR2,p).
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(iii) X£Lp(Q.x R, p+) and X£Lp(QxR, //._).

Proof, (a) Point (i) follows from the boundedness of w£ in L2(Qt) and Propo-

sition 3.1.3.
(b) Let f(X) be continuous and such that f(X) = o(X2) at infinity and s£ :=

w£+ + wt. Then, by Remark 3.2.3, one has

(3.2.13) j'cp(y)f(sE(y))dy - Jjj9(y)f(h + X2)p+(y, dXx)p.(y, dX2)dy

= iff (p(y)f(Xx + X2)p(y, dXx, dXf) dy.

This proves that the family s£ is pure and that the associated measure v is

given by

(3.2.14) J' f(x)v(y,dx) = JJ' f(Xx + X2)p(y, dXx, dX2)     a.e. on Q.

On the other hand, because s£ is bounded in Lp(Q), we know from Proposition

3.1.3 that T 6 LP(Q x R, v). Thus Fatou's lemma implies that Xx + X2 £
Lp(ÜxR2,p).

(c) For p > 0, let

fP(Xx,X2):={l+p\X2\p}-x\Xx+X2\".

Because p > 2, the map t —> \r\p is C2 and convex, so

\xx + X2\p > \X2\P + pXxX2\X2\p~2.

Thus

(3.2.15) fp(Xx, X2) > {1 + p\X2\p}-x\X2\p + gp(Xx, Xf)

where

(3.2.16) gP(Xx, X2) := pXxX2{l + p\X2\pyx\X2\p-2.

Because of (ii), fp is integrable with respect to p, and

(3.2.17) Jj fp(X)p(y,dX)dy < C := J J \XX + X2\p p(y, dX)dy < +oo.

On the other hand, for each p, gp(X) = Xx xO(\X2\) so that gp £ Lx(£lTxR2, p)
by part (i). Now, Fubini's theorem and (3.2.7) imply that

III, gp(Xx,X2)p(y,dX)dy = 0.
£2rxR2

Thus, integrating (3.2.15) over ClT x R2 and using Fubini's theorem yield

+ p\X2\p}-x\X2\pp.(y,dX2)dy<C.
J Ja,AQt-xR

We can now let p tend to 0 and T tend to +bo. Fatou's lemma implies that

///
\X2\pp-(y,dX)dy<C,

and the proof of Proposition 3.2.4 is complete.

Another consequence of Theorem 3.2.2 is that one can express the weak limit

F_ of F(dtu£) in terms of the Young measures p± . For later use, we state a

slightly more general result. Introduce the notation

(3.2.18) F(y,X):=F(dtu(y)+X)

where F is the nonlinearity of (2.1.1). Then F(dtuE) = F(y, w£+ + wt).
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Proposition 3.2.5.  F(y, Xx + X2) £ LP'(Q x R2, p) where p' := p/(p - 1) is the

conjugate exponent of p. Moreover, for cp £ C¡f(Q), f £ C¡f(R) and e —► 0,

one has

(3.2.19)

Jtpf(wE+)F(y,wE+ + wE_)dy -» JJJcp(y)f(Xx)F(y, Xx+Xf)p(y, dXx, dXf)dy.

Proof. For bounded F, (3.2.19) is a consequence of Proposition 3.1.4. On

the other hand, we know that \F(r)\ = 0(\x\p~x). The result follows as in

Proposition 3.1.4 by approximating F by Fk := Ç{(XX + Xf)/k}F, using that
d,u £ Lp(£l), w% + wt are bounded in LP(Q) , and Xx+X2£ LP(p).

Remark 3.2.6. Taking / = 1 in (3.2.19), we see that the weak limit of F(dtuE)
is given by

(3.2.20) F(y) = ÍF(y,Xx + X2)p+(y, dXx)p.^(y, dXf)   a.e. on Q.

Using the ideas of Proposition 3.2.4 and the notations of Definition 2.3.1,

one can also improve the results of Proposition 3.1.7. We use the following

lemma.

Lemma 3.2.7. If fn and g„ are bounded families in L2(co) suchthat

(i) fn + gn is bounded in Lp(co) for some p > 2,

(ii) /„ converges strongly to 0 aaa Lq(cx>) for all q < 2,

(iii) fngn converges weakly to zero in 3'(oS),

then fn converges strongly to zero in LXoc(co).

Proof. Let aa„ := fn + gn , bounded in Lp(co). For all cp £ Cjffa),

/ <P(fn)2 dy= I cpfnh„ dy- I cpfngn dy.

The second term on the right converges to zero by hypothesis (iii). The first

converges to 0 since /„ converges to 0 in Lq and h„ is bounded in IP for

q=p/(p-l)<2.

Proposition 3.2.8. Let <r±(y) denote the variance of p±(y, •), i.e.

(3.2.21) o±(y):= / X2p±(y,dX)   a.e. on Q.
7r

If o+(y) = 0 [resp. o-(y) = 0] on a neighborhood of y_£ £1, then the family

wl [resp. wE] is compact in Lq at y, for all q < 2. In addition, if y_£ Cl*,

then the family wE+ [resp. wt] is compact in L2 at y_.

Proof, (a) The first statement is a special case of Proposition 3.1.7.

(b) Apply Lemma 3.2.7 to w\ and wt. We know that s£ := w\ + wt
is bounded in LP(Q). If o-(y) vanishes on w cc £2*, then w£+ converges

strongly to zero in Lq(a>) for all q < 2. Theorem 3.2.2 implies that w^wt

converges weakly to 0 in 3i'(Çl). Thus Lemma 3.2.7 implies that if c-(y)

vanishes on co cc Q*, then w\ converges strongly to zero in L,20C(ft>).

3.3. Transport equations for the Young measures. In the last section we only

used the a priori estimates and the reduced form (3.2.4) of the equations. We

now take advantage of the full expression (3.2.3) of the equations.
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Theorem 3.3.1. In il* xR, the Young measures p± satisfy

(3.3.1) 2(dt ± dr)p± + (d- l)r-xdk{Xpft - 3,{F±(y, X)p±} = 0,

(3.3.2) P±\t=o = ßo,±,

where

(3.3.3) F±(y ,X):= J F(y,X + r)pT(y, dr) - F(y).

Recall that Corollary 3.2.7 expresses /£ in terms of F and p± . In particular,

(3.3.4) JF+(y, X)p+(y, dX) = JF^(y, X)p.(y, dX) = 0,    a.e. on Q.

The system (3.3.1) is nonlinear, because F± depends on p+ and p- . More-

over, the two equations are coupled through the F± terms.

Remark 3.3.2. One has \F(y,Xx + Xf)\ < C(\dtu(y)\p-X + \XX\P~X + \X2\P~X).
Therefore, Fubini's theorem and Holder's inequality, together with the estimates

of Proposition 3.2.5, imply that

(3.3.5) \F±(y,X)\<C(g±(y) + \X\p-x)

where g± £ Lp' (Q). This implies that F± £ Lp'(QxR, p±).
Thus, F± is p± integrable, at least locally in y, and the product F±p± is

well defined as a distribution on Q x R so that equation (3.3.1) makes sense.

Moreover, equation (3.3.1) implies that p+ and p- have traces on t = 0,

at least in the sense of distribution on Rd\{0} . The initial conditions (3.3.2)

are interpreted in this sense.

Proof of Theorem 3.3.1. We give the proof for p+.   For / e Q°(R)  and

cp £ Q°(R x Rrf\{0}), multiply equation (3.2.3) by cp(y)f'(w£±). The strategy
is integrate by parts and pass to the limit e —► 0 in each term. The resulting

expression is the weak form of equations (3.3.1), (3.3.2).

(a) For the first term of (3.2.3), recall from (3.2.4) that

2(0, + dr)w% = g££ r-xLx(QT),     <|(=0 =wl+.

Approximating wE+ by smooth functions and passing to the limit yield that

f(w£+) satisfies

2(9, + dr)f(wE+) = g£f'(wE+),     /«)|,=o = /K, + ).

and

/ g£f'(wE+)cpdy = -2 f f(wE+)(d, + dr)cpdy-2 [ f(w{, +)9{t=0dx.
Ja Ja 7r¿

The definition of Young measure yields an expression for the limit of the right-

hand side, namely

-2Í     (dt + dr)cp(y)f(X)p+(y,dX)dy
/- , „ JaxR

-2/       <p(0,x)f(X)po,+(x,dX)dx.
7r^xr
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(b) For the r~xw£+ term in (3.2.3), the definition of Young measure yields

(3.3.7) lim / r-xcpf'(w%)w%dy = [     r-xcp(y)Xf'(X)p+(y, dX)dy.
Ja JaxR

(c) For the r~xw£_ term, Theorem 3.2.3 yields

(3.3.8) Urn [ r-xtpf'(wE+)w£_dy
Ja

<P(y)hf'(Xx)p+(y, dXx)p-(y, dXf)dy = 0-Í
Jaxi

since (3.2.7) implies that the integral in X2 vanishes.

(d) For the F term in (3.2.3), Propositions 3.2.5, 3.2.6 and Theorem 3.2.2
yield

lim / tpf'(wE+){F(dtu + w£+ + wE_)-F}dy
Ja

= f cp(y)f'(X)F(dtu(y) +X++ X-)p+(y, dX+)p_(y, dXJ)dy.
■AfixRxR

The function F+ is defined so that the integral in X- yields

(3.3.9)

lim / cpf'(wE+){F(dtu + w£+ + w£_) - £} dy
Ja

= [     cp(y)f(X)F+(y,X)p+(y,dX)dy
7fixR

(e) For the r~2Ax(u£-u) term in (3.2.3), write A* as £T| / and integrate

by parts in the integral. This is justified since Tk jwE+ belongs to L2(£It) and

is bounded in this space. This procedure leads to a sum of terms of the form

(3.3.10) / g£klTkJ(u£-u)dy
Ja

with g^ ¡ := -Tkl{r~2cpf'(wE+)}. These g£k ¡ are bounded families in L2. The

strong convergence (2.2.2) asserts that Tkj(uE -u) —> 0 in L20C(Q). Therefore

the integrals (3.3.10) tend to 0 as e tends to 0 and

(3.3.11) lim / r-2cpf(wE+)Aw(u£ -u)dy = 0.
Ja

(f) Setting the sum of the expressions for the limits in equations (3.3.6)-

(3.3.9) and (3.3.11) equal to 0 yields

0=-2Í     {(dt + dr)cp}f(X)p+(y,dX)dy
JaxR

-2 tp(0,x)f(X)po, + (x,dX)dx
7r<*xr

+ (d-l)[     r-xcp(y)Xf'(X)p+(y,dX)dy
JaxR

+ [     <p(y)f'(X)F+(y,X)p+(y,dX)dy.
JaxR

(3.3.12)

This is the weak form of (3.3.1), (3.3.2) and the proof is complete.

An interesting corollary of this result is a transport inequality for the vari-

ances o± of p±.
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Theorem 3.3.2. Let o± denote the variance of p± ,

(3.3.13) o±(y):= / X2p±(y,dX)   a.e. on Q.
7r

Then o± £ LX(Q.T) n Lpl2(Cl), (d, ± dr)o± £ r~xLpl2(Q.) + LX(Q) and there is
a constant c > 0 such that

(3.3.14) (d,±dr)o±±(d-l)r-xo± + c(cj±)p/2 <0,    a.e. on Q.*.

Moreover, the trace of o± on r = 0 ¿s the variance Oo, ± of «o,± with respect

to X.

Proof. We give the proof for a+. That a+ £ Lx(QT)^Lp/2(Q) is a consequence

of Proposition 3.2.1 and Proposition 3.2.4.

The idea is to extend (3.3.12) to f(X) = A2/2. We emphasize here that one

cannot make a direct proof, i.e. multiply equation (3.2.3) by w£+ , because the

multiplication of F(dtu + w\ + wt)) £ LP' by w\ £ L2 does not make sense.

Fix cp £ Q°(RxRd\{0}). Choose Ç £ C0°°(R) suchthat C = 1 on [-1, +1].
For Ac > 1, let

(3.3.15) fk(X):=-X2Ç(X/k)£C™(R).
L

One has the uniform estimates

(3.3.16) \fk(X)\<X2/2,     \f'k(X)\<C\X\.

Proposition 3.2.1 implies that

(3 3 17) {(dt-dr)tp}X2£Lx(QxR,p+),     r~xcpX2 £ LX(Q x R, p+),

(3(0, -)X2 £Lx(Rd xR,pot+).

Proposition 3.2.4 and Remark 3.3.2 imply that

(3.3.18) cp(y)XF+(y, X) £ LX(Q x R, p+).

Apply (3.3.12) with fk . Thanks to (3.3.16)—(3.3.18), we can use Lebesgue's
dominated convergence theorem to pass to the limit in k. This proves that

(3.3.12) holds for f(X) = X2/2. Integrating with respect to X, this shows that,
for all cp £ C0°°(R x Rd\{0}),

(3.3.19) - ({(dt + dr)cp}o+(y)dy + (d-l) [ r-xcp(y)o+(y)dy
Ja Ja

+ f tp(y)h+(y) dy - / cp(Q, x)oo, + (x)dx = 0
Ja Jr

where

(3.3.20) h+(y) := Í XF+(y, X)p+(y, dX).
Jr

Now, formula (3.3.19) implies that

(3.3.21) (d, + dr)cj++ (d - l)r-xo+ + h+ =0   on Q*.

Because of Proposition 3.2.4 and Remark 3.3.2, XF+(y, X) is p+ integrable and

therefore h+ £ LX(Q). Hence (3.3.21) implies that (d, + dr)o+ £ r-xD>l2(Çl) +
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LX(Q). This implies that o+ has a trace at t = 0, on Rd\{0}. Then (3.3.19)
shows that this trace must be Co, + ■

It remains to show that

(3.3.22) h+(y) > c(o+(y))pl2,    a.e. on Q.

Because the expectation of p+ is 0, one has

(3.3.23) h+(y):= ¡     X{F(y, X + x) - F'y, z)}p+(y, dX)p^(y, dx).
JRxR

The fact that h is nonnegative follows from the monotoniticity of F. We

use a quantitative form. Notice that, for any X ^ 0, the function a -»

X{F(a + X) - F(a)} has positive (resp. negative) derivative on ] - A/2, +oo[

(resp. ] - oc, -X/2[) so its minimum is attained at a = -A/2 which yields

(3.3.24) VA £ R, Va e R: X{F(a + X) - F (a)} > \X\P/2P~2.

This inequality together with (3.3.23) implies that

(3.3.25) h+(y)> i     22~p\X\pp+(y, dX)p.(y, dx)
JRxR

and (3.2.22) follows, finishing the proof of Theorem 3.3.7.

3.4. Proof of the compactness and absorption theorems of section 2.3.    Let uE

be a family of solutions of (2.1.1), satisfying estimates (2.1.4), (2.1.5). To

prove compactness, one must show that every subsequence has a convergent

subsequence. Passing to a subsequence of a given subsequence, we may assume

that conditions (3.2.1) are fulfilled.
Suppose that the Cauchy data v^ ± are compact at xo ^ 0. Since the vfi ±

converge weakly, it follows that they converge strongly on a neighborhood of

Xo . Proposition 3.1.7 implies that the variance of the Young measure of Vq ±

vanishes a.e. around Xo . By Corollary 3.1.5, this variance is equal to rJo,± >

the variance of the measure po, ± associated to w£± . Choose a neighborhood

cx>o of Xo such that oo,± vanishes on coo ■
To prove Theorem 2.3.2(ii), Proposition 3.2.8 shows that it suffices to prove

that the variance of the Young measures of v£_ vanish on a neighborhood of

the points x = x0 - tx0 , for 0 < a < |x0|. Note that these are the points of the

part of the integral curve of (dt - dr) which passes through (0, x0) and stops

just before reaching the origin. Let

(3.4.1) cu-:= {(t, x = xx - txx)\0 < t <\xx\, xx £ a>o} c£l*.

Thanks to Proposition 3.2.8, it suffices to show that cr_ vanishes on co- . To do

this, it suffices to remark that tr_ > 0 satisfies (3.3.14) in co- and has vanishing

initial data on a>o.

Similarly, if oo,+ vanishes on coo, then (3.3.14) implies that o+ vanishes

on

(3.4.2) C0+ := {(t, x = xx + txx) \ 0 < t, xx £ co0} c fi*.

This implies Theorem 2.3.2(i), completing the proof.

In the same way, the compactness result stated in Theorem 2.3.3 is a conse-

quence of the following result.
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Proposition 3.4.1. // (p - 2)(d - 1) > 2, then o+ = 0 a.e. in W := {(t, x)\t >

\x\}-

Proof. Introduce polar coordinates x = rx on Rd , and change variables

(3.4.3) (t,r,x)^(s :=t-r,r,x).

Then ?nQ* is transformed to {j>0,r>0,ie Sd~1} .
Theorem 3.3.7 implies that o+ £ Lx(QT)nLp/2(Çl), (d, + dr)o+ £ r~xLp'2(Q)

+ LX(Q) and (3.3.14) holds on £1*. Thus for almost all 5 > 0 and x £ Sd~x ,

the function

(3.4.4) y(r) := o+(s + r, rx)

satisfies

(3.4.5)

y £ L,'oc n Lf^QO, +oo[),       y' e L/oc(]0, +oo[),

y' + (d-l)r-xy + cyp/2<0   on]0,+oo[,

ly>0   on]0,+oo[.

It suffices to show that, when ß := (p - 2)(d - I) > 2, the only solution to

(3.4.5) is y = 0. Introduce

(3.4.6) z(r) := fd-x)y(r).

Then z is locally absolutely continuous on ]0, -r-oo[, nonnegative and satisfies

(3.4.7) z' + cr-^zp/2 < 0.

The first consequence of (3.4.7) is that z is nonincreasing. Assume that, for

some p > 0, z(p) > 0. Then z(r) > z(p) > 0 for r e]0, p]. Thus on ]0, p]

(3.4.8) i{z(r)x-p/2} = (l-p/2)z'z-p'2 < c (| - l) r~ß.

Since ß > 1, p > 2 the integral of the right-hand side over [r, p] diverges to

-oo as r tends to zero. Thus z(p)x~pl2 - z(r)x~pl2 -> -oo as r tends to zero,

which contradicts z(r) > z(p). Thus one must have z(p) = 0 and therefore

y(p) = 0 for all p > 0 and the proof is complete.

Theorem 2.3.4, is based upon the link between compactness for Vwe and

compactness for v%..

Lemma 3.4.2. (i) If a+ and a- vanish a.e. in a neighborhood of y := (t, x) £

Q, then V,,xuE converges strongly in L2 near y if x / 0 and strongly in Lq

for all q < 2 if x = 0.
(ii) If u\ and Vx«q converge strongly in L2 near x £ Rd, then oo,± = 0

a.e. in a neighborhood of x.

Proof. Suppose y = (a,x) £ Q*. If cr+ = cr_ = 0 near y, then v^ =

j(dt + dr)uE converge strongly in L2 near y. By (2.2.3), we know that Tkju£

also converge strongly. Writing

(3.4.9) dluE = vE+ + v£_,    dX]uE = ^(v£_-v£+) + Y2^j,kU£

we conclude that ViiXu£ converge strongly.

If y £ Q belongs to the time axis sé := {x = 0}, and if er+ = ct_ = 0 a.e.

on the neighborhood co of y, the previous step implies strong convergence
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of Vt,xu£ in LXoc(co\sé). Together with uniform L2 estimates, this implies

strong convergence in Lq(co), for q < 2.

Conversely, strong convergence for u\ and Vxu^ implies strong convergence

of Uq ± and thus the vanishing of ct0,± ■

Theorem 2.3.4 immediately follows from this lemma, Theorem 2.3.2 and

Proposition 3.4.1.

4. Proof of the geometric optics results

In this section we show that if the initial data have profiles in the sense of

Assumption 2.4.1, then the asymptotic behaviour of the solution is described

with profiles and phases as indicated in Theorem 2.4.5. This allows one to

follow in detail the absorption of singularities at the origin.
The proof resembles the analysis of the previous section in strategy. In

analogy to the fact that one can associate weak limits and Young measures to

bounded families, we will associate weak profiles and two scale Young measures

which corresponds to enlarging the class of test functions to include oscillatory

functions a(y)e~'ax(-y)/£. Then transport equations and inequalities are used to

analyse the profiles and measures.

4.1. Profiles in the weak sense. Suppose that cf c Rn is open. The weak

limit of a bounded subsequence uE in Lp(cf) describes the action of us on

smooth test functions. One can be more specific if one has in advance more

information on the oscillations of the u£. In our case, we are particularly

interested in functions which, at least formally, oscillate with phases

(4.1.1) a-x(y)/e:=Y,ajXj(y)lz,        a£2n1m,

where x(y) '•— {X\(y)>■•■■> Xm(y)} is a given bounded Rm-valued function.

To detect such behaviour, it is natural to test uE against functions

(4.1.2) a(y)e~iaxiy)/E,        a £ Lp'(cf).

If uE is bounded in LP(cf), 1 < p < -f-oo, one can extract a subsequence such

that, for all a £ 2nZm, e-iax^l£u£(y) is weakly convergent in IP(cf) to a

function ua with

(4.1.3) VaeZm: ||wa||L" < limsup||w£||z>'.

In that case,

(4.1.4) W(y, 6) :=Yua(y)eia'e £ 3''(cf x Tw)

and one has for any sé £ C¡f(cf x Tm)

(4.1.5) íuE(y)sé(y,x(y)/e)dy^(^,sé).
J

For a given subsequence there is at most one distribution ^ satisfying (4.1.5).

Such a ^ will be called the weak profile of the subsequence.

For convenience, the period is chosen to be equal to 1, so that 8 varies in
T" , T := R/Z. Tm is equipped with its invariant measure d9 , of total mass
1. The dual of Tm is 2;rZm .

Formula (4.1.4) defines %f, as an LP(cf ) valued distribution on Tm . With

additional assumptions on /, we will prove that % £ LP (cf x Tm ).
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Assumption 4.1.1. The xk are Cx on cf and for all a £ 27rZm\{0}, d(a>x) ^ 0

almost everywhere on cf.

Lemma 4.1.2. Let

(4.1.6) sé(y,6):=Yjaa(y)e'a-e

\a\<k

be a trigonometric polynomial with coefficients aa £ LX(Q). Then

(4.1.7) fsé(y,x(y)/e)dy^ ( sé (y, 6)dy dd.
J J

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that

f , ,, Í0 if a/0,
(4.1.8) tim    aa(y)e'a-*W'dx = \   .    ...     ..    r'

£—0 J { J ao(y) dy   if a = 0.

Assumption 4.1.1 and integration by parts show this is true if aa £ C¡f((fa)

where cfa := {y £ cf\a-dx(y) í 0}. Since C0°°(¿fa) is dense in Lx(cf),

formula (4.1.8) extends to all aa £ Lx(cf).

Lemma 4.1.3. Formula (4.1.7) is valid for all sé £ C^(cf x T"). Moreover, if

sé £ Cg(ef x Tm) or if the coefficients aa of a trigonometric polynomial (4.1.6)

belong to LP(cf), 1 < p < oo, then

(4.1.9) J\sé(y,X(y)/e)\pdy^ J\sé(y,e)\pdydd.

Proof. To prove the first statement, choose trigonometric polynomials sén with

Cl(cf) coefficients such that sén -> sé in L°°(cf xTm). Then

isén(y,d)dyd6 -» fsé(y,6)dydd

and

J^n(y,x(y)/e)dy - Jsé(y,x(y)/e)dy

as aa —» -r-cxo, uniformly in e . This together with (4.1.7) applied to sén yields

(4.1.7) for sé .
Next, (4.1.7) applied to \sé\p is (4.1.9). Finally, if sé is a trigonometric

polynomial with LP(cf) coefficients, one can approximate these coefficients in

Lp by C^(cf) functions. Applying (4.1.9) to the approximations in C°(cfxTd)

and passing to the limit yield the result.

The existence of L2 profiles with linear phases has already been used by

several authors (see [N], [E], [ES]). The Lp case with general phases satisfying

Assumption 4.1.1 is similar.

Proposition 4.1.4. Suppose that uE is a bounded sequence in IP(cf),  1 < p <

+00, and %/ is a weak profile for a subsequence. If Assumption 4.1.1 is satisfied,
then % £ U>(cf x Tm) and (4.1.5) extends to all sé £ C^(cf x Tm), that is

(4.1.10) Ju£(y)sé(y,x(y)/e)dy^ J^(y,d)sé(y,9)dyd0.

Proof. For sé £ Q°(¿f x Tm), estimate

\(&,sé)\ = lim\    u£(y)sé(y,x(y)/e)dy\
\J

<limsup||M£||LP(íf)|K(-,^(-)/e)||Lí,'W < C||J*(-, OIIz/^xt-")
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the last inequality using Lemma 3.1.4. It follows that 1/ belongs to LP(cfxTm).

Approximating sé £ C^(cf x Tm) by elements of Q°(¿f x Tm) proves the

final assertion of the proposition.

Example 4.1.5. If sé £ C%(cf x Tm) and uE(y) :=sé(y, x(y)/e), then &(y, 6)
= sé(y, 6).

4.2. Profiles in the strong sense. It is tempting to think that f/(y, x(y)/e) is
an approximation to uE. In general, this is not the case. This is analogous to the

fact that, in general, weak limits are not good approximations. Another difficulty

arises here. If % is not sufficiently smooth, the substitution 6 = x(y)/e in
%f(y, 6) does not make sense. Even if % is smooth, %(y, #(y)/e) is not

necessarily a good approximation of uE because % does not see the oscillations

of wavelength of order ^ e, nor the oscillations with phases y/ which are

linearly independent of the given x • This is seen in the following two examples.

(i) Suppose that m = 1 and x' ¿ 0. Then, if a £ LP'tf), uE(y) =

a(y)ei^'£l has profile 1¿ = 0. Similarly, vE(y) = a(y)ei^)l^E has profile

T = 0.
(ii) Suppose that aaa = 1, x' ¥" 0 and a £ LP(cf). Suppose that xp £ C°° is

such that d(x - y) # 0 a.e. Then uE(y) = a(y)eiv^l£ has profile 2f = 0.

The aim of this section is to study the strong approximation of uE(y) by

í¿(y, x(y)/e) in the sense that

(4.2.1) \\u£(-)-V(-,x(-)/e)\\v>{t?)^0   ase-0.

When ^ is not smooth, for instance ^ e L2(cf x Tm), the expression

^(y, X(y)/e) requires care, since for each e the set {(y, *(y)/e)} is a set of

measure zero in cf xTm . Nevertheless, one can give an asymptotic sense to the

substitution, and the definition of asymptotic equivalence u£(y) ~ í¿(y, x(y)/£)
given by (4.2.1) when % is continuous can be extended to %/ £ LP .

We suppose that Assumption 4.1.1 is satisfied.

Definition 4.2.1. Suppose that ^ e Lp(cf x Tm), 1 < p < +oo , and {uE}^]0yX]

c L?(tf). We say that

(4.2.2) uE(y)~W(y,x(y)/s)   in Lp(cf)

when there exist a sequence of trigonometric polynomials ^ with coefficients

in LP(cf) and sequences of real numbers e¡ > 0 and o¡ > 0, with S¡ —» 0,
such that for all /

(4.2.3) \W -%\\v(t?xT») < S¡,

(4.2.4) Ve €]0, s,] : \\u£(-) - %(■, x(-)l¿)\\»m < Si-

Remark 4.2.2. Because the Fourier coefficients of % are in Lp(cf), u£0(y) :=
%(y, X(y)/z) € LP(cf), so that u£ is necessarily bounded in LP(cf) (for e <

eo).

Proposition 4.2.3. (i) Let % £ Lp(cfxTm), with 1 < p < +oo. Then there exists

u£ ~ %(y, x(y)/E) in LP . Moreover, another sequence u£ is ~ %(y, x(y)/s)
if and only if uE - uE —» 0 strongly in Lp(cf) as e —» 0.

(ii) When % £ C°(cf xTd), (4.2.2) holds ifand only if uE(y)-%(y, x(y)/e)
-> 0   AAA   LP'tf) .
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(iii) Let % £ LP(tf xTm) be such that dg^ £ LP(cf x Tm). Then the

substitution ^(y,/(y)/e) makes sense and (4.2.2) holds if and only if ue (y) -

&(y,X(y)/e)^0 in Lp(cf).

Proof, (a) Consider a family of trigonometric polynomials í¿¡ such that ^ —►

2f in LP(cf x Tm). Let u\(y) := %(y,x(y)l¿)- Then Lemma 4.1.3 implies
that, for any k and /,

(4.2.5) lim ||w| - u£\\Lpm = \\%k - fyWis^xT»)-
£-

Let S¡ := sup{2||g4 - %\\u,k > I}. Then S¡ -► 0 and (4.2.3) is satisfied.
Next, because of (4.2.5), we see that for every k > I there exists ekj > 0 such

that

Ve G]0, ekJ] : \\uEk - a/£||l, < S¡.

Let ek > 0 be the smallest value of the ek ¡ for 0 < / < k . ThenK K,l —       —

(4.2.6) V/ < k, Ve e]0, ek] : \\uEk - v^\\u < S¡.

There is no restriction in assuming that ek decreases with k and that ek —» 0

as k <-» +oo. With these notations, let Ac(e) := Max{Ac | e < sk} . Then

(4.2.7) Ve < So, e < ek(-e) and Ac(e) -> +oo   as e —> 0.

Define w£ := m8. .. Then for e < e¡, one has / < Ac(e). Thus (4.2.6) implies

that the second condition (4.2.4) is also satisfied.

(b) Suppose that uE ~ ^(y, *(y)/e) ~ uE. Call %,%,e,, e¡, S¡, S¡ the
corresponding sequences. Lemma 4.1.3 implies that

limsuplK-^llLP^II^t-^/llz/.

Thus, for any /, there is e'¡ < min{e¿., e¡}, e'¡ > 0, such that for e < e'¡ one has

\\uE - üe\\lp < 3(S¡ + S¡)

which implies that u£ - uE -* 0 in LP .
The converse statement is obvious.

(c) When ^ e C°(cf x Td) the substitution uE(y) = ^(y, z(y)/e) makes
sense and the claim is clear.

(d) Suppose that & £ Lp(cf xTm) is such that de^ £ LP (cf x Tm). Then

B -> W(y, 6 + x(y)/e) is continuous from T to LP(cf). The substitution

^(y > 0 + X(y)/e) is defined as the trace at 6 = 0 of this mapping.

The Sobolev imbedding WX-X(T) c L°°(T) yields the estimate

(4.2.8)
W(y, ö)| < Ca(y)   with a(y) := ||^(y, .)||^(t) + ll«y, Obffl € £.*(<?).

Choose a sequence ^ OI" trigonometric polynomials such that ^4 —► ^ and

ôflfci -» 90^ in L"(<? x T). (4.2.8) implies that

\%(y,Xte)/e)-&k(y,X(y)/e)\ < Cak(y)

where ak -» 0 in L"(<?). Part (iii) of Proposition 4.2.3 follows.

Lemma 4.1.2 has the following extension.
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Lemma 4.2.4. Suppose that W £Lx(cf x Tm) and u£ ~ ^(y, *(y)/e). Then

(4.2.9) / u£(y)dy^ f W[y, 6) dy dB.
j j

Proof. Approximate %f by trigonometric polynomials % and uE by the u£(y)

:= $¿¡(y, x(y)/t) ■ Applying Lemma 4.1.2 to the % yields the result.

For later use, we give a variant of Proposition 4.2.3.

Proposition 4.2.5. Let {Xf} be smooth vector fields on cf such that, forall j and

k, XjXk = 0. Suppose that % £ L2(cf x Tm) is such that, for all j, Wfy, 6) :=
Xfy, dy)ÎS(y, 0) £ La>(cf x Tm), aj €[1,2]. Then there is u£ £ L2(cf) such
that uE ~ 2f(y, *(y)/e), XjU£ £ La>(cf) and XjuE ~ ^(y, *(y)/e) a'aa La>(cf).

Proof. There is a sequence of trigonometric polynomial % such that

(4.2.10) 1¿v -> 1¿ in L2(cf x Tm) and Xßv -» Xfä    in La¡(cf xTm).

As in Definition 4.1.4, let u\(y) := %(y, x(y)/e) • Then

XfU£l(y):=Xf%(y,x(y)/e),

is implied by the equations XjXk = 0. Part (a) of the proof of Proposition 4.1.6

can be followed jointly for u£(y) and the XjUE(y) to define a «£ := uk,¿, ~

V(y, X(y)/e) such that XjuE = XjU£k(e) ~ Xßt(y, X(y)/e).

Proposition 4.1.4 has the following extension.

Proposition 4.2.6. Suppose that u£ is a bounded sequence in LP (cf), 1 < p <

+00, with weak profile %, sé £ LP' (Q. x Tm) and aE ~ sé(x, x(x)/e). Then

(4.2.11) JuE(y)aE(y)dy^ J^(y,9)sé(y,6)dyde.

Proof. Let sé¡ be approximations of sé by trigonometric polynomials. Then

¡1t{sf -sé,}dyd6   and     fu£{a£-a£}dy

are arbitrarily small for / large enough and e < e¡. On the other hand, the con-
vergence (4.2.11) is known for the trigonometric polynomials sé¡. Proposition

4.2.6 follows.

Corollary 4.2.7. Let % £U(cf x Rm) and let u£ ~ W{y, x(y)/e). Then % is
the weak profile for the sequence uE.

Proof. Let sé £ C$(cf x Rm) and let aE(x) := sé(y, /(y)/e). Then list £

LP(cf x Rm) and one easily checks that uEa£ ~ (%&)'(y, ^(y)/e). Therefore

the convergence (4.2.1) follows from Lemma 4.1.7.

4.3. Two-scale Young measures. The definition of Young measures has already

been extended to two-scale analysis (see [E], [ES]). Here we collect definitions

and results which will be needed. They are very similar to results of section 3.1,

and we will not repeat the proofs. The framework is as in subsection 4.1: we

are given a set of phases Xk > k = I, ... , m, which satisfy Assumption 4.1.1.
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Proposition 4.3.1. Given a bounded family {uE} c LP(tf) of RN-valued func-

tions, there is a subsequence and a measurable family of probability measures on

RN, {p(y, 6, •), (y, 8) £cf x T"}, such that for any continuous function f(X)

on RN which tends to 0 at infinity and for all sé £ C°(Q x Tm)

(4.3.1) Jsé(y, x(y)/e)f(u£(y)) dy^ JJsé(y, 8)f(X)p(y, 6, dX) dy dd.

The double integral notation is used to make clear the distinction between

the variables X and (y, 6) which do not play similar roles.
The measure p := p(y, 6, dX) dy dd on cf x Tm x RN is called the two-scale

Young measure of the subsequence u£. We introduce the following convenient

terminology.

Definition 4.3.2. A bounded family u£ in LP is pure when there exists a mea-

sure p satisfying (4.3.1).

Remark 4.3.3. If uE is pure in the sense of Definition 4.3.2, it is automatically

pure in the sense of Definition 3.1.2 and the measures p(y, •) and p(y, 6, •)

are related by the relation

(4.3.2) JJ a(y)f(X)p(y, dX) dy = JJ a(y)f(X)p(y ,6,dX) dy dd.

Formula (4.3.2) shows that p(y, 6, •) gives finer information than p(y, •)

so that many properties of the latter can be deduced from corresponding prop-

erties of the former. However, the existence of p(y, •) for a subsequence does

not imply the existence of p(y, 6, •) and the definition of p(y, 6, •) depends

on the choice of the phase functions x ■

Proposition 4.3.4. Suppose that u£ is a pure bounded family in LP(cf) with

two-scale Young measure p. Then \X\ £ LP(cf xRN, p) and

(4.3.3) if \X\pp(y,6,dX)dydO < liminf\\u

Proposition 4.3.5. Suppose that uE is a pure bounded family in LP(cf) with two-

scale Young measure p, F(X, x) is a continuous function such that \F(X, x)\

= o(\X\p + \x\p) as \X\ + \x\ -» +00, a £ Lp(cf x Tm), and a£ ~ a(y, x(y)/e) a'aa

U(cf). Then for all <p £ C%(cf),

(4.3.4)

J cp(y)F(uE(y), a£(y)) dy - JJ cp(y)F(X ,sé(y, 0))p(y, 6, dX) dy dd.

Moreover, if \F(X,x)\ = 0(\X\q + \x\q) as \X\ +Jr| -♦ +oo, with q <p, then the

convergence (4.3.4) extends to all cp £ Lrcomp(cf), with l/r + q/p = 1.

Proposition 4.3.5 implies that the convergence (4.3.1) extends to all / £

C°(RN) such that f(X) = o(\X\p) as \X\ -* +oo.

Remark 4.3.6. In particular, Proposition 4.3.5 implies that the convergence

(4.3.1) holds for f(X) = X, provided that uE is a pure bounded family in
LP(cf) with p > 1 . Comparing (4.3.1) and (4.1.10), we see that, when p > 1,
the weak profile ^ associated to the pure family u£ is the expectation in A of

the measure p :

£||P

(4.3.5) &(y,6)= Í Xp(y,6,dX),    a.e. (y, 6) £ cf x T"
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More generally, for continuous f(X) = o(Xp) at infinity,

(4.3.6) F(y,8) = J f(X)p(y,8,dX),    a.e. (y, 6) £ cf xTd,

is the weak profile of the sequence f(u£).

Proposition 4.3.5 admits the following corollary.

Corollary 4.3.7. Suppose that u£ is a pure bounded family in LP(cf) with two-

scale Young measure p, sé £ LP(cf x Tm), and aE ~ sé(y, *(y)/e) aaa Lp(cf ).

Then vE := u£ - a£ is a pure family in LP(rf), and the associated measure v is
given by

(4.3.7)

JJ<$>(y,8)f(X)v(y,8,dX)dyd8

= JJo>(y,8)f(X-sé(y,8))p(y,8,dX)dydd

for all <D £ C™(cf x Tm) and all f £ C*(RN).

Proposition 4.3.8. Suppose that % £ Lp(cfxTm) and u£ ~ %(y, *(y)/e) • 77aí>aa

the family uE is pure in the sense of Definition 4.3.2 and the associated two-scale

Young measure is given by

(4.3.8) JJs/(y, 6)f(X)p(y, 8, dX)dydd = JJ^(y, B)f(í¿(y, 8))dyd8.

Proof. For / £ CX0(R), or more generally f £ Cx such that |/(A)| = o(\X\p),

one checks that f(u£) ~ f(^(y, x(y)/e)) in ¿' • Thus f(%S) is the profile of
f(ue). Next apply Proposition 4.2.6 to show that

f f(uE(x))sé(x, x(x)/e) dx ̂  fff(%(x, 8))sé(x, 6)dxdd,

proving Proposition 4.3.8.

Conversely, one has

Proposition 4.3.9. Suppose that % £ LP(cf x Td), p > 1, and uE is a pure

bounded family in LP(cf) such that, for almost all (y, 6), p(y, 8, dX) is the

Dirac measure at X = %(y, 8). Then uE ~ ^(y, *(y)/e) aaa Lxqoc(cf) for all

q < p. In particular, if p > 2, and if the variance

(4.3.9) tj(y,8):= f \X-%(y ,8)\2p(y ,8, dX),    a.e. (y, 8) £cf xTm ,
J

vanishes on cf, then u£ ~ ^(y, *(y)/e) ¡n LXoc(cf) for all q < p .

Proof. Choose aaa£ ~ 1/(y, x(y)/s) and let vE := u£ - m£. According to Corol-
lary 4.3.6, the family vE is pure and the associated measure p(y, 8, •) is the

Dirac mass at A = 0. Proposition 4.3.5 implies that

(4.3.10) Jcp(y)\v£(y)\qdy - j<p(y)\X\qp(y,8,dX)dyd8 = 0

for all q < p and all cp £ Lrcomp(cf), l/r + q/p = 1 . This proves Proposition

4.3.9.

When the u£  satisfy an equation, the two-scale Young measures satisfy a

related equation.
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Proposition 4.3.10. Suppose that u£ is a pure bounded sequence in LP(tf) with

two-scale measure p, and X(y, dy) is a smooth vector field on cf. Assume

that Xu£ is bounded in LXoc(cf). Then Sfp = 0 aaa the distribution sense where

%?(y, de) is the vector field on cf x Tm x Rf defined by

(4.3.11) ^(y,de):=52{Xxj}(y)dgr
j=x

Proof. Let sé(y, 8) £ C™(0 x Tm). Introduce 38(y, 8) := Sf(y, df)sé(y, 8)
and V(y,8) := X (y, dy)sé (y, 8). Let aE(y) := sé(y, X(y)/e), bE(y) :=
&(y, X(y)/e) and c£(y) := &(y,x(y)/e). Then

(4.3.12) bE = sXaE - scE.

Multiply (4.3.12) by f(u£) and integrate over cf. Because Xf(uE) = f'(uE)Xu£

is bounded in LXoc, we obtain

fbE(y)f(uE(y))dy = O(e)^0.
J

By definition of p, this means that

f{âf(x, dg)sé(x, 8)}f(X)p(x,8,dX)dxd8 = 0

and therefore %fp = 0 in the sense of distributions.

4.4. Independence of the Young measures. Let u£ be a family of solutions to

(2.1.1) which satisfies the estimates (2.1.4), (2.1.5). With x £ C°°(R), such
that x' 7^ 0 a.e., x' e ^°° > introduce the phases

(4.4.1) x±(t,x):=x(\x\ + t)

which are smooth on Í2* := Q\{x = 0} , and satisfy Assumption 4.1.1 on ÇI*.

We assume that a subsequence has been extracted so that

' The convergences (2.2.1)—(2.2.5) hold.

The bounded families in L2(£lT), v±, defined in (2.2.10) are pure.

The bounded family in Lp(Çl), dtuE = v+ + vt, is pure.

, The families of Cauchy data v£ ± (2.2.13) are pure

Here, pure is taken in the sense of Definition 4.3.2, with the set of phases

{X+,X-} f°r v+ and vt and with the phase x(\x\) for the Cauchy data v^ ±.

The families w± := v^ - y_± introduced at (3.2.2) are also pure families. Let

p±(y,8+,8-, dX) denotes the two-scale Young measures associated to u;|.

The Cauchy data (3.2.6), Wq ± := v^ ± - v0± , are also pure families and

Po,±(x, 8, dX) denote the associated measures.

Using equation (3.2.4) and Proposition 4.3.10, we see that

(4.4.3) x''r + t)-—fl+=x'fr-t)-—li_ = o.

This implies that p+ [resp. p-] does not depend on the variable 0_ [resp.

8+]. Write p+ = p+(y, 8+, dX) and p- = p-(y, 8- , dX). They are measures

(4.4.2)  I
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on cf x T x R, defined by

(4 4 4)

Jsé(y,x+(y)/e)f(w£+(y))dy^ JJsé(y, 8)f(X)p+(y, 8, dX)dyd8,

Jsé(y, x-(y)/e)f(w£_(y))dy -> JJ^(y, 8)f(X)p.(y, 8,dX)dyd8,

for smooth / and sé with compact support.

The following result extends Theorem 3.2.2.

Theorem 4.4.1. The family w£:=(w\,wt) defined in (3.2.2) is pure, and the

associated two-scale Young measure p on Q, x T2 x R2 satisfies for almost all
(y, 01, 02) € ilxT2

(4.4.5) p(y, 8X, 82,dXx,dX2) = p+(y, 8X, dXx)®p-(y, 82,dXf).

Proof. Suppose that f± £ C0°°(R) and sé± £ Q°(Q* x T). Introduce

(4.4.6) zE±(y) := f±(w£±(y))sé±(y, *±(y)/e).

Then zE± converges weakly on £1 to

(4.4.7) z±(y) = J f±(X)sé±(y, 8)p±(y, 8,dX)d8.

Estimates (3.2.4) and the equations (dt ± dr)x± = 0 imply that the fam-

ilies (dt ± dr)zE± are bounded in LP'(Q.*). Similarly, the functions Tkjz£±

are bounded in L2(QT) • Thus, estimates (3.2.10) are satisfied, and therefore

z^zl converges weakly to z_+z__ on Í2*. By definition, the z£± are compactly

supported in ÇI* and therefore

J f+(wE+(y))Mw£_(y))sé+(y, x+(y)/e)sé_(y, X-(y)/e)dy -+ J z+(y)z_(y)dy.

With (4.4.7), this yields

(4.4.8)

f(we(y))sé(y,x(y)/e)dy

f(Xx, X2)sé(y, 8X, 82)p+(y, 8X, dXx)p-(y, 82, dXf)dyd8xdd2,II
for any / £ Q°(R2) of the form f(Xx,X2) = /i(Ai)/2(A2) and any sé £
C0°°(fi* x T2) of the form sé(y, 8X, 8f) = sé+(y, 8x)sé(y, 8f). By density of
finite linear combinations of such / and sé , (4.4.8) extends to all / £ C°(R2)

and sé £ C0°(fi* x T2).

This proves that the family w£ = (w^, wt) is pure and that the associated

measure is given by the right-hand side of (4.4.8). This is equivalent to (4.4.5).

We now summarize the integrability properties which follow from the uni-
form a priori estimates.

Proposition 4.4.2. Oaa? has the following integrability properties:

(i) X£L2(ÇlT xTxR,/a±) for all T>0, and X£Lp(£lxTxR, p±).
(ii) A^+A^eLH^rxT^xR2,^) for all T>0, and Xx+X2 £ Lp(ClxT2 x

R2,p).
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(iii) X£L2(Rd xfxR,po,±)-

Proof. One can prove these directly as in Proposition 3.2.5. Alternatively, rea-

son as follows. For 0 < cp £ Q°(Q) and 0 < / £ C0°°(R), Remark 4.3.3 shows
that

(4.4.9) JJ cp(y)f(X)p(y, 8, dX) dy d8 = JJ cp(y)f(X)p(y, dX) dy

where ß denotes the classical Young measure studied in section 3. Hence,

Proposition 4.4.2 follows from Fatou's lemma and the integrability properties

with respect to p± in Lemma 3.2.1 and Proposition 3.2.5.

In a similar way, Proposition 3.2.6 can be extended to the two-scale analy-

sis. Recall the notation (3.2.18), F(y, X) := F(dtu(y) + A), where F is the
nonlinearity of equation (2.1.1 ).

Proposition 4.4.3. F(y, Xx +X2) £ Lp' (Q x T2 x R2, p) where p' := p/(p - 1) is

the conjugate exponent of p. Moreover, for sé £ Q°(Q x T) and f £ Q°(R),

one has

(4.4.10)

Jsé(y, x+(y)/e)f«(y)W(y, <0) + wL(y)) dy

IIsé(y,8x)f(Xx)F(y,Xx +X2)p(y, 8x,82,dXx, dXf)dyd82.

Proof. For bounded F, (4.4.10) is a consequence of Proposition 4.3.5. The

result for \F(y, X)\ = 0(\dtu(y)\p~x + |A|P_1) follows along the usual lines: ap-

proximate F by Fk := Ç{(XX +X2)/k}F and use the uniform LP bounds for
dtu £ Lp(Cl) and wE+ + wt, together with the integrability properties of Propo-

sition 4.4.2.

4.5. Transport equations. Parallel to Theorem 3.3.1, one has transport equa-

tions for the two-scale measures.

Theorem 4.5.1. Oaa Q* x T x R, the measures p± satisfy

(4.5.1) 2(9, ± dr)p± + (d- l)r~xdx{Xp±} - dx{F±(y, X)p±} = 0,

(4.5.2) P±\t=o = ßo,±

where

(4.5.3) F±(y,X):= JF(y,X + x)p^(y ,8,dx)d8- F(y).

Remark 4.5.2. In formula (4.5.3), integration in 8 leads to the usual

Young measure, as explained in formula (4.3.2). Thus, Definition (4.5.3)

of F± is equivalent to Definition (3.3.3) and Remark 3.3.2 shows that F± £

Lpl(Çl x T x R, p±), p' = p/(p - 1). In particular, F±p± is well defined as a

distribution and equation (4.5.1) makes sense in £?'(Q* x T x R). Note that

the equations (4.5.1) hold away from the axis {x = 0} .

Proof. Suppose that / £ C0°°(R) and sé £ C0°°(Q x T) vanishes in a neigh-

borhood of {x = 0} . Multiply equation (3.2.3) by sé(y, x+(y)/^)f'(w£±(y)),
integrate over il* and let e tend to 0. This repeats the successive steps of the
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proof of Theorem 3.3.1. However, we are now using an oscillating test function

cp£(y) :=sé(y, x+(y)l£) ■ Several remarks must be added.

(1) When integrating by parts, as in steps (a) and (e) of the proof of The-

orem 3.3.1, it is of crucial importance to remark that (9, + dr)x+ = 0 and

YkJx+ = 0, so that (d, + dr)cp£(y) = {(dt + dr)sé}(y, X+(y)/e) and TkJcpE(y) =

{TkJsé}(y, x+(y)l¿) are bounded.
(2) The weak limit of wE± is 0. According to Remark 4.3.3 this implies that

(4.5.4) f    Xp±(y,8,dX)d8 = 0,    a.e. on Q.

(3) On the other hand, Proposition 4.4.3 is used to prove the analogue of

(3.3.9).
Summarizing, we obtain

-2jJ{(dl + dr)sé(y, 8)} f(X)p+(y, 8,dX)d8dy

+ (d-l) ffr-xsé(y,8)Xf'(X)p+(y, 8,dX)d8dy

+ JJsé(y, 8)f'(X)F+(y, X)p+(y, 8, dX)d8dy

-2 ffsé(0,x, 8)f(X)po, + (x, 8,dX)d8dx = 0.

(4.5.5)

This is the weak form of (4.5.1), (4.5.2) and Theorem 4.5.1 is proved.

The next step is to prove a propagation inequality for the variance of p± . As

a preliminary, we need an equation for the weak profiles W± of wE± . According

to Remark 4.3.6, they are given by

(4.5.6) W±(y,8):= j Xp±(y,8,dX),    a.e. on Í2 x T.

Similarly, the weak profiles for the initial data are

(4.5.7) Wo,±(x,8):= f Xpo,±(x,8,dX),    a.e. on Q x T.
7r

Proposition 4.5.3. The weak profiles W± belong to L2(£lr x T) for all T > 0,
and to l/'ClxT).   With YkJ defined in (2.1.3), YkJ(x, dx)W±(t, x, 8) £
L2(Q.T x T). Moreover on Q* they satisfy

(4.5.8) 2(9, ±dr)W± ± (d-l)r~xW± + J^ = 0,

(4.5.9) 2^|t=o = 2ro,±,

where 9~± £ LP' (£1 x T), p' := p/(p - 1), is given by

(4.5.10) 9±(y, 8) := f F±(y, X)p±(y, 8, dX),    a.e.onQxT.

Remark 4.5.4. The functions &± are determined by p± and not by W± so the

equations (4.5.8), (4.5.10) do not form a closed system for the W± . A closed

system for (W± , u) is given in Proposition 4.6.2.
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Proof. The integrability properties of W± follow from Proposition 4.4.2. Re-

mark 4.5.2 shows that F± £ LP'(Q x T x R, p±) which implies that &± £

LP'(Q.xY).
Using Proposition 4.4.2, one can extend (4.5.5) to f(X) = X which shows

that for all sé £ C0°°(n x T)

(4.5.11)

-2f{(dt + dr)sé(y,8)W+(y,8)d8dy

+ (d-l)Jr-xsé(y, 8)W+(y, 8)d8dy

+    sé(y,d)^+(y,8)d8dy-2 / sé(0, x, B)Wq,+(x, 8)d8dx = 0.

This is the weak form of (4.5.8), (4.5.9).
Moreover, the definition (4.1.5) of weak profiles and the property that Yk ¡x±

= 0 show that the weak profile of the family YkjW± is Ykj(x, dx)W±(t, x, 8).

The estimates (2.1.5) imply that Yk /w| are bounded in L2(Qt) ■ Thus Yk ¡w^

is bounded in L2(Q,t) ■ By Proposition 4.1.4 this implies that YkjW± belongs

to L2(QT x T). The proof of Proposition 4.5.3 is complete.

Theorem 4.5.5. Let o± denote the variance of p±,

(4 5.12)       £J±(y,0):= I'{X-W±(y,8)}2p±(y,8,dX),    a.e. on il x T.
7r

Then o± £ Lx(ÇlT xT)nLp'2(ÇlxT), (d,±dr)o± £ r~xLpl2(ÇlxT) + Lx(ÇlxT)

and there is a constant c > 0 such that

(4.5.13) (9, ±dr)o±±(d- l)r-xo± + c(o±)pl2 <0,    a.e. on Q* x T.

Moreover, the trace of o± on t = 0 is the variance cto,± of po,± ■

Proof. The integrability properties of o+ follow from Lemma 4.4.2. Because

the expectation of p+ vanishes, o+ = 2f - W2 where

(4.5.14) 3T+(y,0):= f X2p+(y, 8, dX),    a.e. on Q x T.
7r

The estimates of Lemma 4.4.2 allow us to extend (4.5.5) to f(X) = X2/2 . This
yields

(4.5.15)        (dt + dr)3r+ + (d-i)r-x3r+ + &+ = o,   jr+|,=o = jr0,+ ,

with

(4.5.16) 5+(y,0):= f XF+(y,X)p+(y,8,dX)£Lx(QxT).
Jr

On the other hand, equation (4.5.8) shows that Wf satisfies

(4.5.17)    (9, + 9r)^;2 + (iA'-i)A--1^;2 + ^;^ = o,     ^.|,=0 = ^2+-

Substracting from (4.5.15) yields

(4.5.18) (d, + dr)o++ (d - l)r-]o++¿r+ = 0,        cr+|,=0 = <70,+ ,

where &+ := S?+ - W^ £ Lx(QxT). Thus (9, ± dr)a± £ r-xU>l2(Q. x T) +

L'(QxT).
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Using (4.5.3) yields

(4.5.19)

F+(y,0) = f F(y,X + x)p+(y,8,dX)p-(y,n,dx)dn-F(y),
J

(4.5.20)

%+(y, 8) = J XF(y,X + x)p+(y, 8,dX)p.(y, n, dx)dn - F(y)W+(y, 8).

Thus ¿T+=g'+- W+9^ is given by

(4.5.21)

*+(y,0)= f{X - W+(y, 8)}F(y, X + x)p+(y, 8, dX)p.(y, n, dx) dn.
J

Because the expectation of (A - W+) is 0, one has

(4.5.22) *+(y,d) = f H(y, 8,X, x)p+(y, 8, dX)p_(y, n,dx)dn

with

(4.5.23) H(y, 8, X, x) = {X - W+(y, 8)}{F(y, X + x) - F(y ,W+(y, 8) + x)}.

Estimate (3.3.24) implies that

(4.5.24) H(y,8,X,x)>c{X- W+(y, 8)}p.

Using Jensen's inequality, we obtain that

(4.5.25)

*+(y, 0) > c J{X-W+(y, 8)}pp+(y,8,dX)p-(y, n, dx)dn > copJ2(y, 8).

Plugging this estimate into (4.5.18) gives (4.5.13) and Theorem 4.5.5 is proved.

Corollary 4.5.6. Suppose in addition that Assumption 2.4.1 is satisfied and that

ß := (d - l)(p - 2)/2 > 1. 77aí>aí cj± = 0. Moreover, W~+ = 0 in the cone

% :={t>\x\}.

Proof, (a) Since the Cauchy data are of the form (2.4.1), (2.4.2), and satisfy

Assumption 2.4.1, the Cauchy data (2.2.13) v^ ± satisfy

(4.5.26) ^,±(x):=^(tAt+9^)(x) = ^,±(x,^(|x|)/e) + A-gi±(x),

(4.5.27) n,±(x, 0) := \{%(x, 8) + x'(\x\)dg%(x, 8)},

(4.5.28) r£ü± -> 0 strongly in L2(Rd) as e -» 0.

This shows that the Cauchy data wl ±'-=vl ±~-o,± satisfy

(4.5.29) wl±(x):=Wo,±(x,x(\x\)/E) + r£oy±(x),

(4.5.30) n,±(x, 8) := %,±(x, 8) -^,±(x).

The weak limit Vq ± is the mean of cPo,±:

%,±(x,6)dd.
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In particular, the families {w^ ±} are pure with respect to the phase x(\x\)

and the associated two-scale Young measures po, ± are the Dirac mass at A =

^o,±(x, 8). In particular the variances (To,± vanish.

(b) The variances o± satisfy the tranport inequalities (4.5.13). Their Cauchy

data (To ± vanish, and therefore er_ = 0 a.e. on Q* x T, and o+ = 0 a.e. on

(Qn{i< |x|}) xT.
(c) Inside the light cone {t > |x|}, the proof of Proposition 3.4.2 can be

repeated to conclude that o+ = 0 there too. Alternatively, Theorem 2.3.3

tells us that w^ converges strongly to 0, in L20C(Í2*). This implies that the

Young measure p+ (y, dX) is the Dirac mass at A = 0 for almost all y £ il,

and therefore p+(y, 8, dX) is also the Dirac mass at A = 0 for almost all
(y, 8) £ il x T. This proves that o+ and W+ vanish almost everywhere on

{t > \x\} xT.
With part (b), this shows that o+ vanishes almost everywhere on ilxT.

4.6. Profile equations. In addition to the assumptions listed at the beginning

of §4.4, we now assume that the superlinear condition ß := (d - l)(p - 2)/2 >

1 is fulfilled and that the Cauchy data are of the form (2.4.1), (2.4.2), and
satisfy Assumption 2.4.1. In this subsection, we derive the profile equations

(2.4.7), prove uniqueness of this system, and prove extra regularity in 8 under

the corresponding assumption for the data. This will complete the proof of

Theorem 2.4.2.

Proposition 4.6.1. (i) u satisfies

(4.6.1) u£Hx(ilT)forallT>0,        d,u£Lp(il),

and

(4.6.2) Dw + F = 0 on il,    M|,=0 = Mo,    dtult=o = ux.

(ii) The profiles W± satisfy

(4.6.3) W± £ L2(ilT x T) for all T > 0 and W± £ Lp(il x T),

(4.6.4) W+ = 0inff = {t>\x\},

(4.6.5) I"w±(y, 8) d8 = 0 for almost all y £ il,

and

(4.6.6) X±W± + 9± = 0 OAA il*,    fiN3%,

where

(4.6.7) F(y):= JJ'F(dtu(y) + W+(y, 8)+ W.(y, x))d8dx,

(4.6.8) ST±(y, 8) := J F(dtu(y) + W±(y, 8) + W^(y, x)) dx - F(y),

(4.6.9) X±:=2(d,±dr)±(d- l)r~x.

Remark 4.6.2. The transport equations (4.6.6) hold on the open set il*. They

are singular at x = 0.
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Proof. The integrability properties of W± are proved in Proposition 4.5.3.

(4.6.4) was proved in Corollary 4.5.6. The integral in (4.6.5) is the weak limit

of w£± , and therefore vanishes almost everywhere.

Corollary 4.5.6 shows that a± = 0 and therefore p±(y, 8) is the Dirac

mass at A = W±(y, 8). Therefore, the definition (4.5.10) of the functions F±
simplifies to

&±(y,Q) = F±(y,W±(y,8))

= JF(y,W±(y, 8) + W^(y, x))dx-F(y).

Similarly, F_, the weak limit of F(dtu£) = F(dtU?+wE++wt), is given by (4.6.7).
Hence equations (4.6.6) follow from Proposition 4.5.3. That u satisfies (4.6.1),

(4.6.2) is demonstrated in (2.2.6), (2.2.7).

Proposition 4.6.3. (i) (Uniqueness for the profile equations). The system of equa-

tions (4.6.2), (4.6.6) uniquely determines (u,W±) suchthat (4.6.1), (4.6.3),
(4.6.4), (4.6.5) are satisfied.

(ii) In addition, such solutions satisfy

(4.6.10) Vw€L°°([0,+oo[;L2(Rd)),

(4.6.11) W± eL°°([0, +oo[;L2(Rd x T)).

Remark 4.6.4. Estimates (4.6.10), (4.6.11) could be deduced from energy es-
timates for ue. However, we include a direct proof from equations (4.6.2),

(4.6.6), because it provides the energy estimates which would be useful for a

direct proof of existence of solutions.

Proof, (a) Formally, one has

/  Uz-dtzdtdx
Ja,

= \ f  \V,,xz(t_,x)\2dx-\ f  \WttXz(Q,x)\2dx.
¿ Jr<< ¿ 7r<<

(4.6.12)

Using regularizations (4.6.12) is easily justified for those functions z such that

z £ Hx(ilT) for all T > 0, Dz e LP'(SI) and d,z £ Lp(Sl). This implies that
such z satisfy Vz £ L°°([0, +oo[; L2(Rd)). In particular, u satisfies (4.6.10).

(b) Formal integration by parts in the region {\x\ > p}, p > 0, where X-

is regular yields

r
(4.6.13) / X-Z-.Z-dtdxdd

J{\x\>P}na,xT-

= f \Z-(t_,x,8)\2dxd8
J{\x\>P}xT

- f 2r^(0,x,8)\2dxd8
J{\x\>P}xT

+ f~ f \3T-(t,x, 8)\2dtdx
Jo   J{\x\=P}xT

dd.
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This formula extends to .21 such that J.ëZZ(fixT), and X_21 £ LP ' (SI x
T). Since the last integral is nonnegative, passing to the limit as p —► 0 yields

X-Z- • .21 dt dx dd
a,xT
Í

(4.6.14) a

>f      \Z-(t_,x,8)\2dxd8- f     Z-(0,x,8)\2dxd8.
7r¿xt 7r¿xt

This implies that such .21 belong to L°°([0, +oo[; L2(Rd)). In particular, W-

satisfies (4.6.11).
(c) For the plus sign, integrate by parts in {\x\ > t + p} to find

(4.6.15) f X+Z+'Z+dtdxdd
J{\x\>P+t}na,_xT

= f \Z+(t,x,8)\2dxd8
J{\x\>P+t}xT

- f 2-+(0,x,8)\2dxd8
J{\x\>P}xT

This formula is justified for those 27 such that 27 € Lp(SlxT), and X+Z+- £

Lp'(Sl x T). Passing to the limit as p —> 0 yields

/ X+Z+Z+dtdxd8
7{|x|>i}nn1xT

\2-+(t_,x,8)\2dxd8-I
J{\x\>t}xT

- f      Z+(0,x,8)\2dxd8.

If in addition 27 = 0 in {t > \x\} , then

/     X+3T+-Z+dtdxdd
Ja,xj

= f      \2r+(t_,x,8)\2dxd8- f      \3r+(0,x,8)\2dxd6.
(4.6.16)

This implies that such 21 's belong to L°°([0, +oo[; L2(Rd)).  In particular,

W+ satisfies (4.6.11).

(d) Assume that (u{X) ,W±X)) and (u^,Wf]) are two solutions of (4.6.2),

(4.6.6) which satisfy (4.6.1), (4.6.3), (4.6.4), (4.6.5). Introduce z := w<2> -w(1),
Z±:=W^] -Wix). Then

(4.6.17) Dz + £ = 0,     Z|,=0 = 0,     9,Z|,=0 = 0,

(4.6.18) X±Z±+^± = 0,    2-±|,=0 = 0,

where g := F{2) - F{x), &± := ^(2) - ^(1).

Remark that g £ Lp'(Sl), J?± € Lp'(SI x T) and 21 = 0 on {t > \x\}.
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Using (4.6.12), (4.6.13) and (4.6.16) yields

\f  \Vt,xz(t_,x)\2dx+ f      \Z+(t_,x,8)\2dxd8

(4.6.19)
+ f      \Z-(t_,x,8)\2dxd8<-A,

jRdxJ

where

(4.6.20)

A :=   /   gd,zdtdx+ X+Z+-Z+dtdxd8
Ja, Ja,xT

+ f     X_Z--Z-dtdxd8.

Because dtu and W are known to be in LP(Sl), the functions g • dtz and

&±Z± are integrable. Using (4.6.7), (4.6.8) and (4.6.5), the sum in (4.6.20) can
be written as

(4.6.21) / H(t,x,8,x)dtdxd8dx
Ja,xTx7

where the integrable function H is given by

(4.6.22) H(y,8, x) := {F<2> - F^}{dtz(y) +Z+(y, 8)+Z^(y, x)} ,

where

F^(y,8,x):= F(dtu{l)(y) + ^(y, 8) + W±i](y, x)).

By convexity of F , H is nonnegative almost everywhere, and thus A is nonneg-

ative too. Thus the left-hand side of (4.6.19) vanishes and uniqueness follows.

The proof of Proposition 4.6.3 is complete.

The integrability estimates for W±  can be sharpened.   Recall that ß :=

(d-l)(p-2)/2.

Proposition 4.6.5. Let

o±(y) := J{W+(y, 8)}2d8   and   a0,±(x) := /{^,+(x, 8)}2d8.

Then o+ vanishes for t > \x\ = r, and for t < \x\ one has almost everywhere

(4.6.23) o+(t, x) < {(r - t)/r}d-xo0, + (x - tx),

(4.6.24) a-(t, x) < {(a- + t)/r}d~xcr0,-(x + tx)

where x := x/|x|. In addition, for all almost (t,x

(4.6.25) o+(t,x)<cr{d-X)/ß,

(4.6.26) o-(t, x) < c{(r + t)/rt}(d-X)lß.

Remark 4.6.6. In this statement, a± is the variance of the one-scale Young

measure p± (y, dX) associated to w^ .

Proof. Equation (4.6.6) implies that o± satisfies

(9, ±dr)o± ±(d- l)r~xo± + Jw±F±d8 = 0,        ct±i,=0 = a0,±.

where x := x/|x|. In addition, for all almost (t, x) one has
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Because the mean in 8 of W± vanishes, we see that

fw±F±d8= f H±(y,8,x)d8dx
J J

where

H±(y,8,x)

:= {F(dtu(y) + W+(y ,8) + WL(y, x)) - F(dtu(y) + W^(y, x))}W±(y, 0).

Then (3.3.24) implies that H > c{W(y, 8)}p , so that Ç+ := r(-d~^a± satisfies

(4.6.27) (9,±9r)C± + cr-^(C±)p/2<0, with ß:=(d- l)(p - 2)/2 > I.

Integrate (4.6.27) along characteristics, using the estimate

/ (r - t + s)~ß ds > tr'
Jo

In polar coordinates and suppressing x, we obtain

(4.6.28) Ç+(0, r - t)x-p'2 - Ç+(t, r)x-p'2 + c?-^tr-ß < 0.

This implies that Ç+(t, r) < Ç+(0, r - t) and also that

C+(r,r)<c72^-27-2^-2>.

Hence
o+(t, r) < (r- t)(d-xf(x-^c7+(0, r- t) < a+(0,r-t)

and
0+(t, r) < c'^-d)+2ß/(p-2)t(l-p/2) = c>r2/ip-2)_

rt

'0

Similarly, the estimate

rt

(r + t- s)~ß ds > cxtr-(ß-X)(r + tfÍJo
-(ß-i)(rMt\-i

implies that

(4.6.29) C-(0, r + t)1'"'2 - Ç_(t, r)x~p'2 + c'P-^trx-ß(r + t)~x < 0.

Thus C-(t, r) < C_(0, r + t) and £-(', r) < c'rd~x{(r+ l)/rtfd~xyß , proving

(4.6.24) and (4.6.26).
We next assume more smoothness on the data.

Assumption 4.6.7. The initial profiles in (4.5.27) satisfy %,± £ L2(Rd x T)

and dg%,± £ L2(Rd x T).

Proposition 4.6.8. (i) Under Assumption 4.6.7,

deW± £ L°°([0, +oo[; L2(Rd x T)).

(ii) If, in addition, dd%>± £ L°°(Rd x T), then deW± and W± are bounded
on any compact set œ c SI*.

Proof. Reasoning formally, equation (4.6.6) yields

(4.6.30) X±W-±+F±(y,W±)-F(y) = 0,
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with

(4.6.31) F±(y,X):= J F(dtu(y) + W^(y,x) + X)dx.

Thus Z± := deW± satisfies

(4.6.32) X±Z± + dkF±(y, W±)Z± = 0.

Because dxF± > 0, this implies that

(4.6.33) {(9, ± dr) ±(d- l)/r}(Z±)2 < 0,

and integration along characteristics yields

(4.6.34) \deW+(t,x,8)\2<{(r-t)lr}d-x\deWo, + (x-tx,8)\2,

(4.6.35) \d9WL(t, x, 8)\2 < {(r + t)/r}d-x\deWQ, + (x - tx, 8)\2.

To justify this calculation, it is sufficient to replace the exact derivative dfW

by the finite difference ZW := {W(y, 8 + h) - W(y, 8)}/h which satisfies
(4.6.34), thanks to the monotonicity of F .

Part (i) of the theorem is a direct consequence of estimates (4.6.34) and

(4.6.35). Similarly, they imply L°° bounds for dgW± as soon as L°° bounds
are given for the data. Because the average of W±(y, •) is 0, the L°° norm of

the periodic function W±(y, •) is dominated by the Lx norm of deW±(y, •)

and the L°° estimates for W± follow. This finishes the proof of Proposition
4.6.8.

4.7. Proof of asymptotics. Proposition 4.3.9 and Corollary 4.5.6 show that

one has asymptotics with strong profiles. In our context, Lemma 3.2.7 allows

asymptotics in L2 away from the axis {x = 0} . Next, under Assumption 4.6.7,

we prove the asymptotics (2.4.15), (2.4.16), completing the proof of Theorem

2.4.3.

Theorem 4.7.1. Assume condition (2.1.2), and let uE denote the family of so-

lutions of (2.1.1) with data satisfying Assumption 2.4.1. Let (u,'W±) be the

unique solution of (4.6.2)   (4.6.6)  which satisfies properties (4.4.1),  (4.4.3)-

(4.4.5) and (4.6.10), (4.6.11). Then,

(4.7.1)
dtu£(t,x) ~ dtu(t, x) + W+(t,x,x+(t, x)/s) + WL(t,x,X-(t, x)/e),

(4.7.2)

dXjuE(t, x) ~ dX]u(t, x) + £-{WL(t,x,x-(t, x)/e)-W+(t,x,X+(t, x)/e)},
\x\

in Lq(co) for all q < 2 and all bounded co cSl, and in L2(co) for all co cc SI*.

Proof, (a) One can extract subsequences such that conditions (4.4.2) hold. We
prove (4.7.1), (4.7.2) for such subsequences. Uniqueness of solutions of (4.6.2),

(4.6.6) implies that these asymptotics hold for the whole family. So, we assume

that (4.4.2) is satisfied. Then Corollary 4.5.6 asserts that the variances o± of the

two-scale Young measures associated to iu| vanish. Proposition 4.3.9 implies

that

(4.7.3)
w% ~ W+(y, x+(y)l£)   in Lq(co) for all q < 2 and all bounded œ c SI.
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(b) Next we prove that

(4.7.4) w% ~ W+(y, x+(y)/e) in L2(œ) for all œ ce SI*.

Proposition 4.5.3 asserts that W+ £ L2(SlT x T) n Lp(Sl x T) and YkJW+ £

L2(SlT x T). The transport equation (4.5.8) shows that (9, + dr)W+ £ LP'(co),

if co cc SI*. Since (9, + dr)x+ = ^k,iX+ = 0, Proposition 4.2.5 shows that

one can choose aaa£ ~ W+(y, x+(y)/e) m L2(SlT) n Lp(Sl) such that Yk ¡mE ~

{YkJW+}(y,x+(y)/e) in L2(SlT) and (dt + dr)mE ~ {(dt + dr)W+}(y, xi(y)/e)

in LP'(co).

To complete the proof of (4.7.4), it suffices to show that z£ := w£+ - mE

converges strongly to zero in L2(co). The strategy is to apply Lemma 3.2.7 to

the families z£ and wt. The estimates on w± and the choice of mE show

that z£ and wt are bounded in L2(SlT). Since w%+wt and mE are bounded

in LP(oj) , it follows that z£ + wt is bounded in Lp(co). By definition (3.2.2),
wt converges weakly to zero. By part (a), z£ converges strongly to zero in

Lq(a>) for all q < 2. To apply Lemma 3.2.7, it remains to verify that z£wE_
converges weakly to zero.

(3.2.5) and equations (3.2.4) imply that Yk¡w£± is bounded in L2(SIt) and

that (9, ± dr)w£± is bounded in If'(co). By Proposition 4.2.5, Yk ¡mE is

bounded in L2(SlT) and (dt + dr)mE is bounded in Lp'(co). Therefore Yk ¡zE

is bounded in L2(SlT) and (9, + dr)z£ is bounded in Lp'(co). Hence part (b)

of the proof of Theorem 3.2.2 applies to the families z£ and wt to prove that

zEwt converges weakly to zero.

(c) Next, use the relations

dtu£ = dtu +w% + wE_ ,

dXju£ = dXju+&(wl -W\) +£ ^Yj,k(u£-u).

Property (2.2.2) implies that Yjk(uE - u) converges strongly to zero in L2(co)

for all bounded co and (4.7.3), (4.7.4) immediately imply (4.7.1), (4.7.2).

Remark 4.7.2. So far, we have used little smoothness for the profiles Wq,±.

We have only used that they belong to L2(Rd x T), and the weaker form of

(4.5.29)

(4.7.5) w°Q,±(x)~r<,,±(x,x(\x\)lB)   inL20C(Rd).

Theorem 4.7.3. When Assumption 4.7.5 holds, the asymptotics (4.7.1) and
(4.7.2) C£Aaa be written as

(4.7.6) d,u£(y) = d,u(y) + W+(y, X+(y)/e) + W^(y, X-(y)/s) + eE0(y),

(4.7.7)

dXjuE(y) = dx¡u(y) + ^{WL(y, X-(y)/e) - W+(y, X+(y)/e)} + e),
|X|

where the eE converge strongly in Lq(co) for all q < 2 and for all bounded

co cSl, and in L2(co) for all compact œ ce SI*.

Proof. Proposition 4.6.8 implies that dfW± £ L2([0, T[xRd x T)) for all T >
0. Part (iii) of Proposition 4.2.3 shows that (4.7.1), (4.7.2) imply (4.7.6),

(4.7.7).
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5. Blow up in nondissipative equations

In the introduction, we gave a formal argument suggesting that focusing may

cause blow up and breakdown of existence for nondissipative equations. In

this section we illustrate this idea with two examples. The first deals with a

genuinely accretive nonlinearity, F := -(9,w)3. The transport equation is of

the form (1.6) and explosive. We prove, for this example, that the blow up

of solutions to this profile equations corresponds to blow up for the solutions

of the original problem (see Remark 5.1.2). In particular, the blow up of the
profile equation occurs before the support of the solutions reach the caustics.

The second example is a modification of an example of [JMR 2]. The nonlin-

earity is F := (dtu)2 - \Vxu\2. Then the transport equation which corresponds
to (1.6) is linear. Nevertheless blow up and breakdown of existence do occur at

the first time of focusing. For this example, we are able to show that the exact

solutions uE cannot be extended as weak solutions after focusing.

5.1. An example of blow up before focusing. Consider in dimension d = 3 the

semilinear wave equation

(5.1.1) Dm£-(9,m)3 = 0

with oscillating Cauchy data

(5.1.2) 4=0(x) = e%(\x\, |x|/e),    9,wfi=0(x) = %(\x\, \x\/e).

The profiles are assumed to vanish for |x| < 2. For small times, [JR] gives the

behaviour of Vu£. The profile equations are (2.4.7)-(2.4.12), corresponding to

the nonlinearity F(X) := -A3.
To simplify matters, assume the Cauchy data for W+ is 0, i.e. that

(5.1.3) m(r,8):=dg^o(r,8).

Then W+ must be 0, at least for small times, and the equation for WL sim-

plifies to

(5.1.4) 2(9, - b\W- - 2r~xW- - F-(t, r, WL) = 0

with

(5.1.5) F (t, r, X) := X3 + 3X2dtu +3X(dtu)2 - f(t, r),

(5.1.6) f(t,r):= f {(WL(t, r, 8)f+ 3(WL(t, r, 8))2dtu(t, r)}d8.

The equation for u is

(5.1.7) Dw-/=0.

With (5.1.2), (5.1.3), we see that the Cauchy data for u vanish, since % = 9#%

has mean value zero. The Cauchy data for WL is Wo := dfí¿o(r -, 0) •

If we further assume that %/o(r, 0) is even in r, then Wo is odd, and the

equation

(5.1.8) 2(9,-9f)^"-2r-1^"-(^)3 = 0,     W¡t=0 = &ó

has a unique odd solution. Then, W* is also odd, its average in 8 vanishes,

and (0, W) satisfies the profile equations (5.1.7), (5.1.6). By uniqueness, we

conclude that u = 0 and that WL is the solution W of (5.1.8).
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Introduce

(5.1.9) b(r, g):=—r^°(r' B)

Jl+rW2(r, 8)
v

so that b2 < r and

b(r  8)
(5.1.10) y0frte):=-=J>   }

^/r(r-b2(r, 8))

Then the solution W to (5.1.8) is

(5.1.11) W(t, r, 8) := *(' + r/j°)   ...■
y/r(r-b2(t + r, 8))

This solution exists as long as b2(t + r, 8) < r. Clearly, there are b 's such that

the first time of appearance of points r such that b2(t + r, 8) = r is smaller

than 2, the first time of focusing.

For instance, assume that

(5.1.12) b(r, 8) = ß(r)sin8

where ß is supported in [2, 4] and satisfies

(5.1.13) r - ß2(r) > 1/2 on [2, 4],     and,     r- ß2(r) = 1/2 on [5/2, 7/2].

Then, for t + r in the support of ß and t < T* := 1/2, r - ß2(t + r) >

(1/2) - a > 0 and for t = T*, r- ß2(t + r) = 0 for r £ [2, 3]. Thus, W is

well defined on SI := [0, l/2[xR3, W vanishes outside {2 < t + r < 4} and

on Sl0 := SI n {5/2 < t + r < 7/2}

(5.1.14) |2T| >c|sin0|{(r*-/) + cos20}-1/2.

This implies that W3 is not integrable on Sl0 x T near t = T*, 8 = n/2.

Proposition 5.1.1. With b as in (5.1.12), (5.1.13), define W0 by (5.1.10). Let
% := Wo and % := (de)~x^ó- Then, for any T < T*, there is an e(T) > 0,

such that the solution uE of (5.1.1), (5.1.2) exists and is smooth on [0, T]xR3.

However,

(5.1.15) liminf /    / \d,u£(t, x)\3dtdx -► +oo   asT^T*.
£^o   i0   J

Remark 5.1.2. The first statement means that the life span T(s) of uE as a

smooth solution is larger than T* —S if e is small enough. On the other hand,

(5.1.15) means that one cannot expect the global existence of (weak) solutions

in //' with d,uE uniformly bounded in L3 for times > T*. Remark that

u£ = 0 in {t + \x\ < 2} so that (5.1.15) takes place at a finite distance from

x = 0, that is, well before the rays reach the time axis.

Proof. Following [JR], one constructs a complete asymptotic solution

CX)

(5.1.16) M£~^e>+1^(í,A-,(A + A-)/e,(A--í)/e)

k=0

whose leading term 1¿x only depends on the phase (/ + r)/s , and is related to

the solution W of (5.1.8) through the simple relation, dfKx = W . The other
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profiles are determined by linear equations, and therefore are smooth and well

defined on Sl = [0, T*[xR3.

For any T < T*, if e is small enough, (5.1.16) defines a smooth approximate

solution of the equations, with norms bounded uniformly in e . Then one can

prove, for e small enough, the existence on [0, T] of a smooth exact solution

u£, such that uE -uEa^0 and d,u£ - 9,w£ -> 0 in L°°([0, T] x R3) as e -> 0

(see [JR]). This shows the existence part in Proposition 5.1.1.
Moreover, this also implies that

(5.1.17) d,u£(t,x)-W(t,r, (i + r)/e)-»0    in L°° as e -> 0.

Lemma 4.1.3 and (5.1.14) imply that the L3 norm of W(t, r, (t + r)/e) on

[0, T]xR3 tends to +oo as T tends to T*. With (5.1.17), this implies (5.1.15)
and the proposition is proved.

5.2. An example from [JMR 2].   In R1+5 consider the semilinear wave equation

UvE = (dtvE)2-\VxvE\2,

f Dw£ = 0,

(5'2'4) \uE(x) = 0,

'v£l=0(x) = 0,    dtv£l=0(x) =-hE(x).

Let

(5.2.2) /2£(x) := a(\x\) sin(|x|/e) + eb(\x\) cos(|x|/e),

with a smooth, supported in [1,3], a > 0 in ]1, 3[, and a' > 0, a" > 0 in

] 1, 2[. We make a special choice of b, to simplify the argument,

(5.2.3) b(r) :=a'(r) + 3r~xa(r).

If vE is a Lipschitz solution, then uE = 1 - ev" satisfies

l|,=ov-v — "»    9tu£t=0(x) = hE(x).

Conversely, let uE be the unique solution of (5.2.4). Then uE is smooth and

uE < 1 for ? small. Let SlE be the connected open subset of {u£ < 1} which

contains this initial strip. Then v£ := Ln(l - uE) satisfies (5.2.1) on Sle. The

right-hand side FE := (dtvE)2 - \Vxv£\2 in (5.2.1) is

(5.2.5) F£ = {(dtu£)2 - \Vxu£\2}/(l - u£)2.

By finite speed of propagation, u£ = 0 in the cone C := {0 < t + \x\ < 1} , and

thus Sle contains a neighborhood of C.

Proposition 5.2.1. Let Bp denote the ball of radius p > 0 centered at t = 1,

x = 0. Then, for any p > 0, there is an e e]0, p[ such that the ball Bp is not

contained in SlE and the solution vE on Slc is such that the interaction term

FE := (dtv6)2 - \Vxv£\2 is not integrable on SlEnBp .

Comment 5.2.2. That FE is not integrable on Sle n Bp implies that v£ cannot

be extended as a weak solution of (5.2.1) on Bp . Thus there is no open domain

SI which contains C such that (5.2.1) has a weak solution on SI, for all e .

Remark 5.2.3. For equation (5.2.1), the profile equation which correspond to

(1.6) is linear. This can be seen directly, or better from the relation vE :=

Ln(l - w£) which for simple waves of the form (1.5) extends to the profiles as

e^ = Ln(l-e^)~-e^.
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Proof of Proposition 5.2.1. Using the explicit fundamental solution of D in

dimension d = 5 yields

(5.2.6) uE(t,x)= \ {thE(x + tco) + \t2co-VxhE(x + tco)}dco
Js*

where da> denotes the rotationally invariant measure on S4 of total mass 1.

With (5.2.3), one gets

(5.2.7) uE(t, 0) = (a(t)/e + eß(t)) cos(í/e)

with a(t) := t2a(t)/3 , ß(t) = tb(r) + t2b'(r)/3.
Our assumptions on a imply that a and ß are increasing functions on [1,2],

and for e small enough, there is a unique xE £]l, 2] such that

(5.2.8) a(t)+ e2ß(t)< s for t < xE   and   a(xE) + e2ß(xE) = e.

Moreover, xE —> I as e —> 0. Thus xE/e —► +oo as e —» 0, and one can select

a sequence of e such thai

(5.2.9) T£/e = 27TAÎ,        AA € N large.

Restricting e to such a sequence, we see that uE(t, 0) < 1  for t < xE and

uE(xE, 0) = 1. Moreover, condition (5.2.9) implies that dtuE(xE, 0) = a'(xe)/e+

eß'(xE) > 0. On the other hand, uE is rotationally invariant and smooth, so that

Vxu(t, 0) = 0. Thus, we also have that (9,w£(t£ , 0))2 - \VxuE(xE, 0)|2 > 0.

Let p > 0 be given.  Choose e e]0, p[ so small that xE < 1 + p/4, with

(5.2.9) satisfied.  Since (xE, 0) <£ SlE, it follows that Bp is not contained in

SlE.

Since u£(t, 0) < 1 for t < xE, uE(xE, 0) = 1 and dtuE(xE, 0) > 0, there is

a S > 0 such that, for all x with |x| < S, there is a unique tc(x) e]l, p/2]

such that

(5.2.10) uE(t, x) < I for t <x£(x)   and    uE(xE(x), x) = 1,

(5.2.11) 9,«£(t£(x),x)>0   and   (d,u£(xe(x), x))2 - \Vxu£(xE(x), x)\2 > 0.

Property (5.2.10) means that

SlE n {|x| < r5} = {(t, x)| |x| < S and 0 < t < xE(x)}.

Furthermore, (5.2.11) implies that for |x| < S and t < xE(x) one has

(5.2.12) F£>c(t£(x)-0"2.

Thus F£ is nonintegrable on SlE n {|x| < S} = {(t, x)\ \x\ < S and 0 < t <

xE(x)}.

This finishes the proof of Proposition 5.2.1.
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